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PREFACE 
'fhE) need for maintaining high quali.ty educationa.l staffs in Arncrict.1n 
secondary schools uas exvressed simply but well by 1m offi.cial of the Lit0,rt1ry 
Guild o:f' America, Inc., rmd included on a recent book jacket. 
This is the crisio in Amoricnn education. It is horey it iG real 1 
fmd it is dangerous beyond words. 
As a nation ue have joined others in a. desire to realize the four 
freedoms. But there is a FfU~E,'DOM FROH IGNORAHCE. The ignorant man is 
the oasiest prey ·t;o want and fear. Freedom of religion means little to 
him, and a free press means nothi.ng, for even if, technicnlly, he co.n 
re1:1d, he cannot understand uhat he r·eads. He is @. danger to himselfs to 
you, to this cour1try:, and to the uorld. 
You c1'm help ••••• See uhr::,t can be done to keep and to attract able 
tenchers. Support ltJ.rger appropriations for w1luri,::1s~ equipment.11 text-
books~ This will cost you oome time nnd money, and it will be the best 
investment of' both that you hnvo ever made. Our teacher::; mold our ml-, 
tion'o future. Give them your help. (13) 
.Although this quotation refers to the whole problem, educators in the fi(:1ld 
of teacher education have a portion of' the responsibility in that they are 
chm·god ·with the ndecmate prepDJ:'ation of teachers for professional sorv-ice. 
This thesis has been produced in an attempt to present f'actruJ1 informa-
tion concerning prc,ctice teaching in Industrial Arts as provided in four 
selected Okl8.homa colleges. It is hoped that it, uill be of some Yalue -to the 
educe tors in this particular field. 
The uriter is greatly indebted to Dr. De\'Iitt Hunt, Head, Depe.rtment oi 
Induotrio,l .Arts Education and En15ineoring Shopwork~ Oklahoma AgTicultural and 
IJfochanicnl College, f'or the guidance and constructive criticism given d!Jring 
the development of thin study, Also my thanlrn are due to rrry wife, Hrs. Novg 
Kathleen Lee, for the sacrifices, encouragement and help she so unselfishly 
gave. 
A. L. Lee 
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EXPLAWATION OF THE STUDY 
Pr:ictlce teaching is an Eivolutionury subj cct with prog:rett3 and change 
occurin12: continually. 'ro meet the chc.llenge of modern life, practices in 
teacher education must be in a constant state of transition. Anticipating tho 
future, us well an keeping nbreast of conternporo.ry needs in education, are the 
responsibilities of those who prepare nou teachers for the profession. 
liQ_eQ for ~ Shld.;z. According to the National Educt~tion ih,socic,tion, 
seven million more children will be in the olroaoy overcroudod, understaffed 
school~J of the nation by 1955. To meet this situation, the Nationnl Education 
Associntion esti1m1tes three hundred thousand more tenchers will be nt:leded. 
The qW:1.lity of' those teacher;::; will depGnd largoly upon the kind of teacher 
education offered to them. ir1 the various tenchers I collegeG. Thiu oit11'ltion 
demands &nd is uorthy of serious considortttion by every teachers eollog(cJ 
worker in thir, nation. 
Teis_chor8 involved in Oklahoma teacher education must aiJsUIT!e their share 
of this responi:dbility. Periodic rooxc:lltlnation of tho curricula, techniques, 
and the practice teaching environment are in order in the teacher education 
proe;ram. In the specific field of Industrit-ll Arts 'l'eacher Education, such 
examinations can also be profitable in order to Dnt:i.cipate the need::; of the 
immed:i.ate future as Hell as keep abreast of' contempor0ry tronds. 
Purpose of the Stud;y. It irJ proposed in this study to oxrn:nine selected 
features of' teacher education in Oklal1onw. collogos,, and to sugcest chr::mgo/3 in 
existing methods uhere ndvisnblo, after an anGlysis and co:m.pm-ison of the 
various prnctices found. 'rhe features of teacher education uhich will be so-
lccted for emphti::lis are (1) curriculum requirements for teacher certification 
and degrees in Industrial Arts, (2) some environmental factorg influencing 
practice teaching, and (J) organization nnd plnnning thEi practices of Oklahoma 
apprentice teaching courses. 
Pr~ I11yes~i@:li2M• In preporing for this study, considerable 
thought was gbn:m fas to the proper procodure to be follournl and to sources of 
adequato information. During the prelimin<.1ry library research, nn excellent 
diGoerkrtion by J·ncob I. Br,ugher (3), Org§.n;l_z~ion Q.U.q Administration, pf 
Proctice TeachJn_s in R;riva;telx Endowed .Qgllegej;2 o:f Liberal Arts, assisted 
:mato:do.lly in suggesting tLi.e fnctors of teacher education most desirable for 
emphasis in this study. This dhmertntion is one of the ',Contributions to 
Education" series of Um Toachers Golleee of' Colu:mbit:c Uni·versity in Hew York 
City. The one hundred seventy-one colleges which returned check lists iiith 
full information (of four hundred forty surveyed) provided the bases of the 
Bnughcr study. 
During the preliminary studier:, tho writer surveyed Oklahoma Colleges 
providing teacher educr;,tion, uith the objective of selecting f'or further study 
that college uith the most cxee1pls.ry progrmn. of teacher education, not alone 
in Industrial J\.rt,s but in other depnrt1nentn ar, 'dell. Observing differences 
in the practices of institutiona considered eqm1lly successful, the writer 
modified the original objectlve. This study iD basod upon a compm·ative annly-
sis of practices in tho four Ok1DJ1oma collee:es: 'I':he University of Oklahoma, 
Norman;i Okla.homn; Oklaho:ua Agricultural and Mecht::mical College, .Stillwater, 
Oklc.homn;; SouthweDtorn Institute of Technologyil \Joatherford, Oklahorm:q .sm] 
Central State College, Edmond, Oklc:.ho:ma. 'I'ho first two represent institutionG 
of large enrollment (in excess ol' ten thow:.;1:md), us wel1 &.:.-J boing institutions 
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in which ·teacher education is not the major depf.-1.rtment. Tho latte:l' two repre-
sent typic&l institutions of 1imi ted enrollment (neither gree.tly in excess of 
one thousand each) 1 as uel.l as imititutions in which the eri1phasis is upon 
·teacher edU-::8.tion. In addition to the fact thnt both of these latter schoolD 
being considered above uvorage among OklahoEJ.a 1 s smaller colleges, their selec-
"tion was governed by these factorn~ the affiliation of the writer with the 
teacher educati.on program. of Southwestern Institute of Technology, the conven-
ient location of Central Ste.te College, and the extreme types of pr~i.ctice 
tc:mching environments each employ, the coopere.ting and le.boratory schools, 
respectively. This la6t difference is also illustrsted in the practice teach-
ing environment of Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College and of the 
Univ er si ty of Oklahoma. 
Source .2i Information. Although extensive library research has been pur-
sued, as indicated in the bibliography, much inform&tion upon which this study 
is based ca.me from qucstionmdre letters used with regard to curricula. Per-
sonal conversations and interviews were arranged with as mr..ny instructors, 
department heads, and students as travel limitations would permit. College 
catalogs, mimeographed pr3ctice teacher instructions, bulletins, and evaluation 
reports were also obtained from each college selected for this study. 
Definition of Words and~ Used. In the series of definitions presented 
in this section of the study some are quoted from textbooks on methods of teach-
ing Industrial Arts, while others are proposed by the writer in order that a 
uniform terminology may be employed. Quoted definitions are indicated by 
giving t.he bibliographical source of each. 
There is some disagreement runong authorities in regard to terminology 
used in_reference to practice teachine activities in Industrial Arts teacher 
' i\. 
e<lucatiou. Some irriters clo not use the term, 11 pr1:,ctice te£whing11 J c:,nd othere 
have different names for Industrial .Arts. 1\ list of selected uordo ond terms 
used frequently in this study uith their definitiomi is included in the follou-
ing statemente. 
Indust,rial J},rt.~.~ The follmJing definition of Induntric-11 Arts is quoted 
by Ifadl from n bulletin from tho Oklahmna Stnte Dep;::.rt.ment of Education en-
titled, 11 A Course of Study in Hrmd lfoodworkin}'. 
Industrial Jl._rts ns E, phase of public education is a field of' studies. 
It includes working with many mnterialt1 such o.s wood, metals, plastics, 
etc. It involves a g-reat variety of processes as for example, printine;~ 
industrial drr:.wing, molding ( in the foundry), etc., and it includes c 
study of pouer in general nnd electricity in particu.lnr. In its earliest 
stae;es,induS"tr:tal arts is nonvocational Hnd includes learnine units of 
vulUE·:l to ull students. In more advanced courses it becomes increasingly 
vocational. (10, pagn :C!) 0=· 
will be used as synonomous with the phrases 11 student teaching", 11 £,pprentice 
teaching11 , e.ncl "cadet teachin311 , Practice teaching uill be usod generelly. 
It is considered a more appropriate term bocauso student teaching is easily 
confused with assistants in laboratories und tutors of V6.rious kinds. Appren-
tic:e is a word used in trade rmd industr:lal work which m.uy, therefore, be 
confusing. The term cadet teaching is used in some colleges outside Oklul1omn~ 
but no occasion for its use occurs in this study. 
:Prfwtice ~: The tm'm, Pruct.ico Teacher, is the name givon t.o the 
student e.ssigned to practice teaching in any gbren subject. 
~rvioor ~ The termy Su-oervisor, ns used in this i..~tudy me:.::ms the tee.cher 
in charge of the class in which the practice teaching is being done. For ex-
,muple, the practice teacher uho is to observe and teach in Industrfo.1 Arts is 
assigned by the Director of Practice Teaching to the Supervisor of Practice 
'l'enching in Industrial Arts. 
i,, 1\.11 bibliogrcrohic:J.1 rcfe1'0nc0s in thL: otur1y m·c Jiven in thiG form. 
'l'he fir;:rt; r:m.mbor :cci\rrn k, tho nuthm•, tho tJccond t.o tho p:i{',O 1n the, hook rpotct51 • 
; 
Director of Practice :J'eaching: This term will re:f:er ·Go any per son who 
is responsible for the asr3ignment and supervision of· all the students engaged 
in practice teaching, irrespective of whatever title a particular college may 
use. 
A Lesson Plan is essentially a treatment in detail of a small unit 
of subject matter for presentation to students. (8, page 65) 
Introduction is step one in a formal lesson plan. It refers to the 
necessity of interesting the learner in the new material which is to be 
presented and to assist him to establish connections between his previous 
experience and the projected new experience. Reduced to its simplest terms, 
this means that the teacher must be skillful and resourceful in making the 
new topic or activity appear necessary and valuable before proceeding to 
present it in detail. (8, page 6S) 
Presentation in Lesson~: 
Presentation embodies the actual teia.ching procedure in minute detail., 
This i~ step tuo in almost all formal lesson plans. Whether a demonstration 
of tools, processes, or a topic for discussion is involved, the fact will 
remain that this part requires most careful planning. The content under 
this step comes from the analysis of content previously discussed, but, of 
course, the technique of presentation must be organized and suited to in-
dividual needs. (8, page 68) 
Application in Lesson Plan; 
Application is step three in a formal lesson plan. In this step the 
student is given a chance to apply the new learning at the earliest possi-
ble moment. He should have opportunity to practice what has been presented 
in order that the material presented 111ay become a part of his own expe-
rience. (8, page 68) 
Testi~ ~ Checki:gg in Lesson Plan: 
The practice of Testinv, ~ Checking must be a definite part of every 
teacher's activity. This step is not satisfied simply by giving examina-
tions at infrequent intervals. It means constant follow-up of every lesson 
or presentation or assignment to see whether the learners have attained 
the desired goal. (8, page 68) 
Teacher Educe.tion: The term, Teacher Education, pertains to any type of 
educational activities required in the preparation of teachers for the public 
schools. 
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Preparation: Preparation is the name used in this report to refer to the 
work done by the student in getting ready to teach a lesson. He must have a 
thorough knowledge of the material being presented. A lesson plan or well 
organized notes must be prepared in advance of the presentation of the lesson. 
Internshiy; A term seldom used in this study which is simil~.r to the term 
practice teaching. However, Internship is not synonomous with Practice~--
~ as it usually infers practice teaching in a comraunity other than that in 
which the college is located in which credit is earned. Internship f2!: ~-
~ has been d-efined as: 
••••• a period of off-campus teaching ••••• in which the intern teacher parti-
cipates, to a limited extent, in the regular progrmn of a particular school 
system while living in the community and while becoming acquainted with the 
philosophy, methods and operation of the school. (4, page 35) 
Cooperating School: This term is used for that school in which practice 
teaching is done off-campus in a regular public school system. It is a dis-
trict controlled school under the administration of a ouperintendent of schools, 
most commonly that of the community in which the college offering practice 
. teaching is located. Other names are frequently used by various colleges and 
in educational literature instead of "Cooperating School", such as t1Tra.ining 
School", "Demonstra.tion School", 0 Labora.tory Sehooln, et cetera. Since separate 
school systems practically independent of college control cooperate in teacher 
education to the extent of providing facilities for practice teaching, the ter-m, 
Cooperating School, seems most appropriate for use in this study. 
Laborato!"I' School: This term refers to that school in which practice 
teaching is done on the campus in a college controlled situation. It is essen-
tially a laboratory for the department of education. Educational literature 
and some college instructors make use of other names for the "Laboratory 
Schooln, such as "Demonstration School", "Training School", et cetera. 
S_gmmDr~-,. There is nn incron::iing need for adequate prepstrL,tion of new 
teachers. Instructors engaged in tmwher education in Oklahoma have their share 
of thir; rGsrx,nsibility. Periodic examirmtion of the curricula, techniques~ anu 
the practice teaching envJronment are in order if the needs of the immediate 
future are anticipated. In fact, if' teacher education programs in Oklahoma 
kec:p abreast of contemporary trends, these practices must be in a conGtrmt state 
of transition. 
This study proposes t,o examine the following selected. features of teacher 
education, including recommendations where change seemrJ t:\dvisable: (1) cur-
riculum requirements for teacher co:i;-tii'ication and degrees in Industrial Arts, 
(2) some environmental factors of pro.ct.ice tetwhing, and (3) organization and 
planning practicefl of Oklrrhoma :practice teaching courses. 
This study is based upon comparative practices of four Oklahoma colleges: 
The University of Oklahoma, Norman, Oklnhoma; Oklahoma Agricultural and M:ochan1=, 
cal College, Stilhm.ter, Oklnhoma; Dout.hwostern Institute of' Technology, 
Weatherford, Oklahoma; and Central State College, ]~dmond, Oklu11oma. In ndcUtion 
to extensive library research, sources of information include a quei:;tionnaire 
letter; college ci,to.logues; mimeographed bulletins, evaluation reports, and 
practice teacher instructions issued hy the colleges selected. 
CHAPTF..R II 
CURRICULAR REQUIREMENTS FOR TEACHER CERTIFICATION IN 
INDUSTRIAL ARTS IN SELECTED OKLAHOMA COLLEGES 
The content of this chapter consists of the curricular requirements and 
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the problems pertaining to them in the field of Industrial Arts teacher educa-
tion. One of the basic foundations of good teaching is the adequate profes-
sional preparation of the instructional staff. It is proper to examine period-
ically the college requirements leading to certification of the instructional 
staffs of our Oklahoma high schools. A study of the requirements and a com-
parison of the curricula of four selected institutions of higher learning is 
made in Part A. Included in Part Bare the present Oklahoma certification 
requirements of the State Department of Education, proposed requirements pre-
sented by the State Advisory Committee, examination of each plan and suggestions 
for perfecting the existing college requirements for certification in Industrial 
Arts. Except for the hours of practice teaching required both for certification 
and for a degree in Industrial Arts by the respective colleges of this study, 
no comparison of the physical plant or methods in pr actice teaching by the 
various colleges of the study is made in this chapter. This is reserved ex-
clusively for Chapter III. 
Part A 
Industrial Arts Curricula in Selected Oklahoma Colleges 
The curricula leading to the Bachelor of Science Degree in Industri al Arts 
Education of four Oklahoma colleges are analyzed in this part of Chapter II. 
The schools are The University of Oklahoma, Norman, Oklahoma (50); Oklahoma 
Agricultural and Mechanical College, Stillwater, Oklahoma (94); Central State 
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College, Edmond, Oklahoma (41), and Southwestern Institute of Technology, 
Weatherford, Oklahoma (27). The figures in the parentheses indicate the total 
enrollment of students majoring in Industrial Arts in the school yesr 1947-48. 
Tables I and II, the semester-hour requirements leading to a bachelor of 
science degree in Industrial Arts are given for each of the four colleges of 
this study. The first table is essentially a summary of the second by subjec~ 
matter fields. 
General Requirements. A strong cultural academic emphasis is noted in 
the curriculum of each college being studied. In addition to the courses di-
rectly leading to a knowledge of Industrial Arts or the science of teaching, 
consideroble preparation in social science, English, and natural science is 
required. For example, the University of Oklahoma requires fifteen hours of 
English and speech, Southwestern Institute of Technology requires fourteen 
hours of natural science, and Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College re-
quires sixteen hours of natural science. Nor are these isolated cases as a 
perusal of the tables will indicate. The emphasis is not necessarily unwise 
as a bachelor of science degree from a liberal arts college should have more 
meaning than just a certificate from a trades school. One notable feature of 
the table is that each school requires twenty or more hours of education. 
This is to be expected, however, as state certification governs to a great 
extent the requirements of all college departments whose graduates prepare to 
teach. Very limited variation is permitted the academic councils which control 
curricula because of state department regulations on the one hand and the maxi-
mum hour load possible within four years on the other. For example, Oklahoma. 
Agricultural and Mechanical College has expanded the number of hours necessary 
for a degree to one hundred thirty instead of holding re uirements to the nor-
mal one hundred twenty-four hours of the other schools of this study. Maximum 
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limits appmir to have been reduced at Oklahoma Agricultural and M:1c,chanical 
College; additional courues uill foree elirninut:Lon oi: the least vital :i.n the 
future. 
'I'ABLE I 
A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS HY. FIELDS OF 'I'1-.;ACHEH EDUCATION CURRICULA LEADING TO 'l'HE 
B.AGUFLOR O.F SCI:ENCE DEGREE IH HIDUSTRIAL JillTS (Surrirnnrize:tion by fields of 
Table II) 
s.u. 
SUBJEC'I'S -~·--· _ --- ·--·· LT. --- _o.u. A.c:,"i1. ____ G.S.T".-~ 
Shopi,19rk 25. _ 29 ~---12 21 
Industria~ __ _ ___ 10~----1L _ l~JQ __ 
~-.~- 10 16 8 
M11thernntiQ_s -··---·--·--· _ft ___ ,. __ 6 _________ , 
;Education ... 23 25_ . 29 ---2=1-~-· 
§9_cial .filudies -· 11;. 10 11 __ _1.Q___ 
English . . ----·----~·. Si g .. g 
fhysicnl Educat:i.on -------- A.---- 8 _ __.]____~/~----· 
l'1ili tari Sci~nce -<--·-----
}'rode and Industrial Education ·-·--·-~-----"-------.,.1.___,_= _ 
Second Ma.jor o.r. tuo Mi~ 20 2,L_, __ . -------· ~-
One Jvlajor Shop}[9rk FiQ.M.......,~-·---- _1_2 ___ _ 
fil£q;~ives_______ ---- 4 -·· 8 14_. ____ ... 2 ..... -8 
~.ill.21!.§!:1 ~ ReouireQ. Little vnriation oxisto in basic catalog 
requirements for Industrial .Arts majors as ic shoun in Table II. The luck of 
noticottble variation is largely due to two factors: (n) the influence of 
stc::te certification requirement.ft and the high pe;rcentnge of Industrial Arts 
students prepnring to teach; 1rnd (b) tho fact collegen tend to follow one 
another in adding and dropping cour sos from their curricula. An ext:_minntion 
of the tublet'l Ghows only minor differenceG in the depc.rtmental requirements, 
except th1:1.t, no Industrial Arts Education io required at Central State College 
and the University of Oklahoma, only the University of Oklahoma requires up-
holotery ~ 1md the Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College io alone in 
requiring a course in trade and industrial education. 1'"'rom su1;·veys rnade with 
depfilt:ment heads of tho respeetive richoolo, import.m1t dif'feronces between what 
'l'IIBU: II 
A DETAILED COMPARISON OF TEACHER EDUCA'l'ION GURIUCULA tJHICH LEl-lD ·ro 'I'HE 




Physi_2Q).Educalli!Lor:t1iliJ.ffi'y ·-·· _ I, ----· y -·- . __ ~·--~·-
Li ternt urc 2 
=-~~~~~~~~~~.~~~~-~~~--~~--'---~~-·~ -
Nath. or Foreign Langm~_ .. _,. ___ 8_-_1_4 ...a______ ----""'f5 or.J.2 =~ 
Mathe:mJ.::itics 6 
Agr-1.c.ultu~.e -} unit in High Sghool 2 3 __ :? -2·-·--
Economigs ·---·-- L.-----
Government _ _l._ _L 3 2 
History 3 ----·--·-
Oklahoma Histo:i;:x ·-·-- 2 s ____ -2___ L_ 
Education 15 _____ 17 _ l~-
Observation and Prac~eaching_ 6 __ JL__ 6 ~ 6 
L~ Educatig.n ---·--·-----··~-·· ·-· ·----· ) 
Se~---·-··-·- . ...... , _________ l ______ ~-~-
Safet;y_ Engineering_ --~·---------- __ .;;;;;l~--------· 
Miill~ycience_________ 8 
Methods_ of Teaqhil1g Ind ._11rts ------- 2 _ ....,.3-----·---· --~-
Org. a.11:,d Ad,n. of Ind.~ A1~lasses ~----·---- 3 ·-----
Bench Woodwork .. ~-- J___ 2 _. _._L.,.1-_______ /+ 
Bench. iind !v'.1'.actJine \~Jood1Jrorlr ______j_ .c:-r 
Furniture filld.C1f!J:2.ine~ ~~ 5 
Wood Turning_ --~- _6_~-- 2 _f__.._,_____3_ 
Wood and _M:etal.:F'inishigg ~- L _ _.2_ 2 
12.~rnch Metal Work -----L-~ .. 2_ __ ......... J __ , 
Care oi'Shop_Eg~enL_ . ___ 2 __ ~ . 2 2 
Industrial Drmri~~-----2.....,_ 1.,.0 ___ _ 
Electriciy;[ 2 ------------------·--u 
Pattern Making -· _ . 2 _ --~~---
l.ndu~tri1;1.l_ Arts :Q§.§1,gn 2 2 2 2 
Unholstery 2 
Machine Woodwork --------·---------·--· .. !*-- ---· -·--·---------· 
Welding --····--~·----··-·__3 __ _ 
Foundry __ ··= 2__ y 
Machine Shq_J2_fractic5~ ·---· _ ___g_ 
General Sho;:2.,___,_,_ -~----- 2 -----
Shop Hork or Draw:1.ng ,Elective§__ __ ._~ L, ~---· 
Sho12work }..1'£~,ior _ ·-=-- ___ _ 12 -----·--
Orientation 1 1 
·~~~--~~=-~~~~~~·· ~" 
Second M:a;Ior .. or tuo Minors 20-2/:r 24 ___ 24 
~No: JJoyzo_ regui!§,sJ:c~2L..f~.rn1. __ _12L* _12.4__. l_JO ·=~~ 1;!4 ---4 
is actually required and what the catalogfi state is required ore revealedi 
especially in the case of the University of Oklahoma. This in itself is not 
a weakness, as an alert and progTessive deportment may be overhauling an ex-
isting curriculum. to adjust it more adequ .. "ltely to contemporary needs. However•, 
potential Industrial Arts majors should be able to get an accurate description 
of courses required for a. degree in Industrial Arts from a study of current 
catalogs. '!'he co.talog of Central State College is difficult to understand 
and probably needs sh1plifying to make it more readable. 
Conclusions. Present collee;e curricula in the four selected colleges 
used in this report exhibit little variation. Thia is largely due to the con-
strictive nature o.f' the State Dep-:irtment of Education certification require-
:monts in conjunction w1:!:;h. the natural limits of how much can be crowded into 
a fow year course. As indicated earlier in this chapter O:klahoma Agricultural 
and Mechanical College has expanded the four yefil' hour requirements to their 
practical limits by requiring one hundred thirty semester hours for graduation. 
Further addition must come from the elimination of the least vital of existing 
courses. This readjustment should not come by the elimination or restriction 
of the cultural and academic courses, as has been indicated. A degree from a 
liberal arts college must be more than a technical proficiency certificate 
from a trade school. Tho key to curriculum revision therefore, is through the 
State Deportment of Education. The college curricula vill adjust to the state 
requirements readily if the state requirements are satisfactorily meeting the 
needs of Industrial Arts Edu.cation, but it will be difficult if not impossible 
to ad.just the college curricula to the needs of' Industrial Arts Edu.cation for 
today~s world if the state requirements for certification are antiquated. 
Part B ,Jill be concerned uith an examination of present and proposed plans 
of certificati.:m .. 
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P:;rt B 
by Dr. DeWitt Hunt, (13, page 5), the following quotr,.tion of the proi"esoional 
qualifications of Industrial Arts teachers is quoted. The moot significant 
points of this quotation are~ (1) the high stun,darda of qualification, (2) 
the number of sol.llcst.er hours required, (3) the Masters Deg·.eeo required for 
continuous employment, (4) reason for Industrial Arts being highly prefes-
sionaliaed, and (5) the neod for continued study and revision of certification 
requirements. 
Probably no one group of teachers hns a higher standard of quali:ti-
cation for certification • .A full major often amounting tons much as 
forty semester houro nnd a standard baccalaure:rte degree are required as 
uniform minimllill sto.ndcrds £'or the industrial arts teacher. 
!'"'or continuccl employment, the Masters Degree is required and further 
att,endance at summer schools is demanded about every four yes.rs. It can 
be said that industrinl arts tea.chin[! is highly professional because of 
the educatiollc"l.1 requirements. Few secondary teachers are reo.uired to 
conrplete oo rigorous a toucher education curriculum. Music and physical 
education teachers havo n comparable ce:rtifica.tion program.. 
There is need for 
fication requirements. 
is entirely inadequate 
Through more stringent 
can be elevated. 
continuous study and occasional revision of certi-
In fil[-1,ny states, the present plan of certification 
and little or no specialization is required. 
rules of cert;ification the level of the profession 
The Present .Q..~tH·icntion ~. Tho present cer·t;ific:ation :requirerncntt3 
in Industrial Arts as enumerated by the State Department of Education hnve been 
of significant value on the secondary lovol in Oklahoma education. They do 
provide standtirds of attaimnent uhich did not, exist before. They are based u:_0on 
experience and the careful study and profound judgment of oducat,oru in positiono 
of renponsibility. They v.ro e.cceptecl. generally by the state ts adm..inistrators. 
Th$reforo, one does not lightly interfere uith a program which, over the years, 
has proved one of the bases of o. solid and expanding Industrial Arts program 
in Oklahoma high schools .. 
However, the fact thut these requirements are superior to those existing 
previous to their adoptfon does not, in itnolf, eliminate the possibility of 
improvem.ont. Further, these require:ments may have 111et the needs of l 9JO or 
even 1940, but do not necessarily meet tho needs of Oklahoma youth in 1949. 
Life today demands greater skillr.i and more technical knouledge throughout om" 
nation than ever be.fore. The Industrial .Arts instructor, to continue to justi-
fy the growing public support of his program, must adapt himself' to these 
changing needs and to the domandG of his particulor comm.lUlityo "Shops11 to meet 
the challenge of America's changing tempo, must do more than train boys to 
make footstools. Also, the character and economy of Oklahoma itself is chang-
ing. There is a greater urban emphasis as well as more diversity ot vocational 
opportunity. 
Therefore, it ie lJisc to examine periodically the prescribed course of 
study leading to the certification of Industrial Arts inntructors. The f'ol-
lowing eertifieution ple.n is now uoed for high school certificates to teach 
Industrial Arts in Oklnhoma schools from grades 7 to 12 inclusive. (State 
Department of Education). 
In addition to the general requirements set out in Section 1 of the 
sta.te regulation, the completion of the followine coursfls shnll be re-
quired, respectively, for one year e..nd life certificates to teuch indus-
trial arts. 
(Numbers opposite courses represent semester hours.) 
Education Courses, includins six semester 
hours of student teoching (suggested courses 
Adolescent Psychology, Philosophy or History 
of Education, Measurements, Methods.) 
CENTRAL ::,JETHODS AND MANAGEMENT, including 
Oklahoma School lnv. 






Courses in Teaching Field: 
Bench Woodwork 
Cabinet Making 
Wood and Metal Finishing 
Industrial Arts Design 




Electives in Shopwork 




Oklahoma History (or t unit in high 
school or 70 per cent in State 
Examination 
Agriculture (or ·i unit in high 
school or 70 per cent in State 
Exominat,ion 




































A. B. or B. s. 
As stated before, these state requirement.& have :Jeon of value in provid-
ing standards for the past and present. They did not retard the expanding 
Industrial Arts program, but rather, laid a firm foundation for the present. 
Yet the possibility of' their impro-..rement does exist, e:;ipcially as the demands 
of modern life are providing an even more fertile field for an adaptable 
Industrial Arts program, as mentioned previously. An indication of this need 
for reexamination of certification requirements is brought forcefully to our 
attention 1:ry the work of the State Advisory Committee for Industrial .Arts. 
This qualified group of' leaders in the field has proposed certain changes in 
the prescribed curricultun leading to a life certificate in Industrial .Arts. 
A comparison of these proposals with the State Department of Education certi-
fication requirements of the present best reveals the shortcomings of the ex-
isting course of study. 
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proposed plan approved hy the St.ate 1\chrisory Committee vdll be p1~esonted. 
This plan wa.;:1 adopted February 13 1 19/;7 end lr, the mo~clt fn1thorite.tive proposal 
of' change available of recent date. 
A Propot;ed Plan for High School Certitica:te 
To Teach Industrial Jtrts 
(valid in gr:::den 7 to 12, inclusive) 
In addition to the general roc:niremcnts set out in the relations for 
f;rJcuring a certificr.te to teach, tho co;11p1otion of the following courses 
shall bo rc,quired rcspectivc:ly, for one-yenr o.nd lif'o certlfic:::i.to to 
tecwh Indust:dal Arts. 
COURSES IH EDUCAtION AND PSYCHOLOOY 9 
l'Jot more than six semester hours of 
which shall be completed during the 
first two years of t!10 college course: 
(£'our hours of' thi:ci to be proci:;ice teach-
ing in industrial arts nn<l t,m in occupa-
tional guidance) 
Other Required Coursesg. 
EngHsh 
American H:'wtory 
01 1 h II" t f I un·1·1· 1·,,, ,< a . Oilla . : :ts ory , or \t _.. 1, ,.,_ 
high school) 
Aericnlture (or fr unit in high 
school) 
Courses in In<lustrif:~1 Arts Field~ 
Basic Wooduor1cing courses 
Bade Industrial Draw:tng 
Methods of te:,whing Industrial Art::;; 
Orgrmizntion and Adrn .. i.nistration of 
InduDtrivl Arts 
Industrial Ar·ts Design 
A 11 Minor" in one of the Industrial 
Arts fields indice.tod below 
( in addition to required 'dork 
v:bm,c) 






-~ r, __ s_, 
,~--= 
., A !+ 
it, 8 




'I'ho Industrial ArtG .field,3 f'rom which a 11 Minor 11 may be selected 
follow: 
1. Automobile Mechanics 
2. Crafts or Handicrafts 
3. Electrical r'ork 
4. General Shop (shall include tuo or more 
semester hours of work in four shop 
areas in oddit,ion to t-modwurk and 
dra:wing) 
5,, General Metal Work (shall include two or 
more semester hours of work in four 
areas using metal work tools and 
processes) 
6. Industrial Drewing 




In comparing the proposals or the State Advisory Co:m:mittee 1:rith the eY..ist~ 
ing requirements for certification, the following changes are observed. (1) 
The number of hours in the Industrial Arts field required for a. life certificate 
is increased from twenty four to thirty. (2) Instead of four hours of nelec-
tives", a minor of twelve hours is required for a lif'e certificate. (3) Care 
of Shop Equipment is eliminated from the required courses. (4) Methods of 
Teaching Industrial Arts and Organization and Administration of Industrial 
Arts are two courses added to the curriculum. (5) The mm1ber of hours of 
:i.ndustrial drawing required for e. life certificate is increased from six to 
eight. (6) Cabinet making and wood and metal finishing courses are ta~en off 
the required list. (7) Two hours of occupational guidance are specified in 
the education courses. 
It is noted that no change in the total number of hours in education was 
recommended, nor was any material change suggested in social studies or English. 
American History war, decreased from eight to six hours. Increased emphasis 
was evidently intended by the State Advisory Committee for the non-woodworking 
courses such as Automobile Mechanics, Electrical Work, Metal Hork, Machine 
Shop Practice, and Printing. 
'rhe two courses, Methods of Teaching Industrial Arts and Organization 
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and Admin:i.st,ration of Industrie.1 1\rts:i wotLld fill o need in improving the 
quality of high school irwtruction. If theGe arE:, left aB purely elective 
courses, those who nood isuch hrntruction most soloo:m toke them. It nppears 
th,"lt the elimination of Care of Shop Equipment h; of dmibtful logic. Houever, 
j_f such inforG1ation . is integrated in the other courses (us no doubt is intended 
hy the Advisory Committee), the credit hours consumed could 1)e more fruitfully 
used in developing a strong minor. The prorJer cnre of nhop equipment does not 
develop by accident in the o:verage gTadunte entering into active service. In-, 
struction should be given, if not in a. sopc.:rate course~ then consciou,:;1y inte~ 
g-rated in each course offorc~d in the co11ege shops. 
Incre;u,ing the number of hourn for a life certificate in the teaching 
fiGld is Hise as it tend8 to make the tea.ching of Industrial .Arts more highly 
professionnlJ1 as wm, stated in the opening quot2.tion in Part B. '.rhe weak 
point of the Advisory Committee's proposals o.ppears to be tho listing of General 
Shop a.nd Woodworking as minor fields. Courses in both should be reo.uire<l of 
all and taken off the selective minor list. Any IndwJtrial J\rts instructor 
worthy of the name should bo proficient in both. The trend toward more non-
woodworking claBses in our ntate justifies foreing the Indust,riul Arts mnjor 
into a :minor other thL,n Hoochrorking, and Genernl Shop should be required be-
caune of the same trend. Since most college Htudentr-, in this field are pro·-
ducts of the traditional type of shop; they would tend to select 1:rooduorking 
or dra:uing courser3 and ignore }!(aehinn Shop Pr&.ctice, Gene:cal Metu.l Hork.9 Auto-
mobile Mechanics, or ElGctrical Fork. 
certific&1te should be increaser!. Ninety·-si:x hour::J of uhich at least tuenty-
two are in Industrial Arts, would not be unroaDonflble for o. one ye;:.ir certificato. 
This would tend to eli<ninnt.e the non~professionrd t.ype of st,udent Hho is more 
interested. in quickly ctualil'ying for a psyroll thr.:m to fill credi.tably il por;i--
tion in Inclustriv.l Arto. schools ovor,-pay thoiJfl limited in experience Ol" 
uith one year certif'icates on t,h€, basis of' n living wage while follm.Jing the 
stute schedule, which ii, inadequate, for the highest professional teachers on 
their f'nen.lties .. This is more noticeable today since school boards and admin-
istrntors control larger lmeaT-·mnrJrnd ap1Jortion,nents. 
Those uho really noE,d to tench a yen:r before securing their life cerMfi-, 
cG,:t.e::: i10uld see their goal so :nearly with:.i.n their roach, u ... n.der thiG propooed 
increase, that an incentive would be provided for cont::1.nui:ng their scholai::tic 
career as noon t\S possible. The present require;uento for one yem' certificnteti 
in nll fields, not Industrial ArtG alone 9 are too lax. There are too many 
11 fillin.g inn in our secondary school faculties uhose major intert;,st 2nd porhap:s 
:f.'i.nancirtl suppor·t is f'armine or business. 'fhis i0 due, houever, mostly to low 
salaries. ThfJY have the minimum in 1:Jcholnstic achievement to CJUtitlify; then 
ycc.r c.ifter yem~ they do the m.inimum of' academic work for s. renewnl ei·Lher by 
ext.encion or correspondence. The lH'e certificate goal :must be within sight 
of attainment. 
One new proposal of' the State .Advisory Committee which is oxcellent is 
the requirement of Occ1.rpo.tio:nal Guidance. No fo_culty member uith the exception 
of the principal has as much opportunity to weigh the vocatiom:cl possibilitie~, 
of st-uuents as has tho Industrietl Arts inotructor. Such education as this 
course could provide haB beon long overdue. 
Suggesteg Pb~¢ The follouin3 pla..n is o. proposed plan for certification 
inco:rporo:l:,ing the criticisnm ;just made and borrowing heavily from the proposal 
oi' the State Advi:::ory Committee for Indus·t.rial Arts in Oklohoma. Eopeci.ally 
favored is t,he proposal for minorr;, the increase in tho number of hours in the 
t.he addition of 11 Met,hod,: of Teaching11 tmd norgu:;:liz,'.9.tion 
REQUiflEMENTS FOR CERTH'ICA'l'IOi~-
Proposed by A. L. Lee 
Courses iu Industrial A:rtr3~ Ono Year 
Basic Hoochmrking /1;-
Adva:nced 1;Joodworkine; 0 
Basic Industrial Drawing 6 
Industrial Arts Design 0 
General Shop /.~ 
Elective in ndvnnced cour oo in Hood1mrking, 
Industrial Drrn,ring, or General Shop 0 
Methods of Teaching Industrial Arts 2 
Or1:;e,nim1tion 21.nd .Adrninistrat:lon 0 
A minor from the following group: 6 
1. Auto Mechanics 
2. Electrical Uork 
3. Metal \:fork 
4. Machine Shop 
5. Plnstics 
'l'otHl 
Courses in Education, including two semeflter 
hours credit in Occupational Guidance cmd 
four in Proctice '.l.'oaching; 
Courset in other required fieldriz 
English, including two hour::.1 of speech 
American Hist. and Gov 1 t (state law) 
Oklahoma Hist. or state examination 
L\griculture or st<-::i.te exr_;,ulinatlon 
Total 
Hours for one year certif'icnte.: 96 
























Notes: (1) Care of Shop i.n present ntnte requirem.ento should be integrE,ted 
within other courBos--through deportrnentnl requirements. 
(2) High school credit in Agrie..:u1turc nnd Oklahomn History Jfl not 
enough--:Lt it shou1d be required at <'~11, then proficiency in the subject. 
should be the onJ_y sub::rtitute recoen:tz;od ns acceptrtble for college credit. 
(3) Tuo hours of advmwod work may bo substituted for the last two hom·::; 
of required basic woodworking or bnsic intustrial drawing if in the first 
two hour ban:lc courses mmsuo.l proficiency is exhibited. (At the dis-
cretion of the deprtrtment head. ) 
REQUIREMENTS FOR CERTIFICATION 
Proposed by A. L. Lee 
{continued) 
(4) "Practice Tes.chine" does not include 11 0bsor-vutionrn. If offered 
as a corn.bined course, then six hours should be required" 
(5) As the individunl colleee may require additional uork for· a de-
gree in Industrial ltrts above that required for certi.fication, courses 
deemed essential by some colleges (such as upholstering) could be in-
cluded in any curriculum uhich exceeds one hundred t·,.,mnty-f'our hours. 
Conclusion. The basic diff'orence betueen tho ,v.1:·iter' s proposals c .. nd 
those made by the State Advisory Committee is in emphasis. The committee 
recommends the selection of minor fieldo, but includes uoodworking, it1.dust1•ial 
drawin.-g, und general shop. Evidently the purpose of the minor fieldD, .f'.com 
an examination of the lists.I' is to broaden the Industrial Arts progr·aui. on the 
secondary scholastic level. The inclunicn of woodworking and industrial ura-w-
ing defeats this purpose. Rather them encouraeo diversification in accordance 
with present trends and needs, the inclusion of' these couroes uill actually 
tend to limit the majority of Industrial .Arts :m.ajor8 within the traditional 
fields of uoodworking or industrial drawing. Some young men nelecting Indus-
trial Arts teaching ao a vocational choice did so as a result of proficiency 
and intereot developed in their experiences in high school shop courses. As 
these are essentially woodworking and drawing courses in the vast majority of 
secondary schools, these young men a.re most interested and feel their buckground 
and skills uould be exploited best in such minors. A great majority would 
naturally hesitate to specialize in fields in uhich they are relatively un-
familiar. Therefore, this report's proposed certification plan eliminates 
woodworking and ir1dustrie..l tlrm:ri:ng from the minor lists i:rith the objective of 
·forcing selection into automotive mechanics, electrical workll metal work, 
machine shop, and plastics. This would encourage the trend to secondary 
instruction on a broader scope than tha.t of the traditional pattern. It will 
be observed that the plan gives greater emphasis to required woodworking courses 
than does that of' the State Advisory Committee, while an elective course in 
woodworking or industrial drawing is also permitted.. Since the core of present 
high school Industrial Arts courses is still woodworking and drawing, every 
instructor must be well qua.lified in these fields as a first consideration. 
General shop, it will be noted, is also eliminated from voluntary selection 
and required of all majors. The objective is essentially that stated above in 
regard to woodworking and drawing. Modern conception of Industrial Arts re-
quires knowledge of general shop techniques by all seeking to qualify for 
teaching certificates in the future. Although most shops are not equipped at 
present for general shop-courses, the present and future generations of Indus-
trial Arts graduates should be prepared for such instruction as equipment be-
comes available. Further, if they are so educated, their requisitions will 
tend to so equip their shops. But if limited in background to the traditional 
pattern, as the State Advisory Committee proposals will permit and even encour-
age,_they will make requisitions within the limits of their budgets for only 
more and better wood lathes, drawing boards, band savs and glue· pots. Over-
hauling the present certification requirements of the State Department of 
Education is advisable as they wore devised in accordance with the needs of a 
different generation, but such revision includes the corallary that the needs 
of the foreseeable future should be anticipated as ~ell as correcting the 
obvious shortcomings of certification in the present. 
As stated in Part A, little variation exists in ·the curricula. of Oklahoma 
colleges leading to degrees in Industrial Arts Education because of the con-
strictive nature of State Department of Education certification requirements. 
Part B examined these requirements and the most recent, authoritative proposals 
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for adjusting them. to the educa:tional needs of Oklahoma youths today. A plan 
for certification was presented based upon this analysis and suggestions for 
improvement, and borrowing heavily from the proposals of the State Advisory 
Committee for Industrial Arts in Oklahoma. Present trends and anticipated 
needs of the immediate future were basic criteria in the formation of these 
proposals. 
CHAPTER III 
SOM~ FEATURES OF THE PRACTICE TEACHING ENVIRO?iMENT 
IN INDUSTRIAL ARTS 
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The practice teaching program is a vital ingredient in preparing instruc-
tors in Industrial Arts~ One conclusion reached in Chapter II is that little 
variation exists in college curriculum. requirements of practice teaching credits 
due to the standardization of the State Department of Education certification 
regulations. Though little important variation may exist in "what" is offered, 
much variation may exist in llhm-11' it is offered. Sufficient variation does 
exist in the presentation of practice teo.ching courses that comparison and 
evaluation of such courses found in the teacher education curricula for I11-
dustrial Arts would prove profitable. Although certification requirements by 
the State Department of Education indicates uniformity, actually, considerable 
latitude in method and physical setting exists within the various institutions 
in meeting these requirements. This f&ct, in itself, does not necessarily 
imply failure in any institution, in meeting its obligations to its students 
as there is usually more than one path to the completion of any assigned task. 
All Oklahoma. colleges surveyed in this study give evidence of sincerely striv-
ing to prepare their students adequately for post-graduation service, though 
their procedures differ. 
Part A in this chapter comp~es some of the environments resulting from 
practice teaching as conducted in a public school situation and that of a sepa-
rate laboratory school under direct college supervision. Evaluation of each 
type of physical setting is made, including recommendations for that environ-
ment resulting in maximum benefits from the standpoint of the practice teacher. 
Pa.rt B presents methods of supervising and evaluating the work of the practice 
"teacher& The four selected Oklahoma coll.egev studiod in Chapter II are used 
as tho basis of i'o..ctual in.:formation presented in each part of -t:.his cho.pteT'. 
Part .A 
QQgper2tting Schools versus ~aborntori Schools 
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Oklahoma Agricultural and Meclw.nical College in Stillwater~ and Southuestorn 
Inr.rUtuto of Technology in Hoatherford ernploy the cooperating ochool idea tbrm1;:;J1 
the use of the public ochool syotmun of tho reopective citief;, in providing f'e .. -
cilitieG for practice teachers. Tho University of Oklahoma in Uorman use~ a 
labora·l;ory school which is a part of the College of Education and, thereby, 
separate from the public school system. At Central St,atc College in Ed:mond 
a aimilar laboratory school iG providod which is designatecl nThe Demonstrat,ion 
Schooln. Thus, in tho ±'our selected colleges of Oklahoma used in this study, 
there arc two examples of each of the co:mmon methods of provi<ling pr0ctice 
facilities in tee_cher education. 
Advantage~ 2f Cooporati!)g School. The greo:tef.lt single advantage of the 
cooperating school is that it provides a typical public school situation. In-
dividual differences 2111ong students of' a cooperating ochool are similar to 
those found :i.n the average public school of Oklahoma. Further, in the cooporixl:'.-
ing school, problems of scheduling, extra-curricular activities, discipline, 
vocational education, and tho Gocializecl nature of tho m.odern high school are 
all similar to those of other public schools of' comparable size. Thiu type of 
environment for practice teaching provides a high cletTee of iutegration for 
educational theory with the prnctical in-ccrvice practiceLJ of the teaching 
profession in Oklahoma. As moot of those enrolled in prtil,ctice teaching uill 
begin active teaching in D. public school environment upon entering profession::i,l 
sorvieo, ·the cooperating sch,.::iol providoo the moD"!; non.rly :nm•mnl professional 
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environment for teacher education. If the practice teacher can adjust himself' 
to such an environment, then he uill have the confidence needed to handle a 
classroom program in his first teaching assignment. 
To a considerable extent, the cooperating ochools of this study provide 
an internship setting. Internship for teachers has been defined as na period 
of off-campus teHching, in which the intern teacher participated, to a limited. 
extent, in the regular program. of a particular school system while living in 
the comm.unity and while becoming acquainted with the philosophy, methods and 
operation of the school11 • ( 5, page 35). The practice teacher is provided an 
environment such as that required for internship teaching, although the com-
:munity of the cooperating school is the same as that of the college in which 
he matriculates. Clifford L. Bishop of Northwestern Missouri State Teachers 
College, Marysville, Missouri, made a survey of teacher education methods of" 
fifty-nine institutions representing all parts of the United States. Bishop 
obtained the opinion of thirty-six specialists in teacher education and one 
hundred seven administrators and supervisors in secondary schools working with 
practice teachers. His conclusions which follow may be adapted to the co-
operating school being discussed in this chapter: 
Internship, then should provide t'or the professional development of 
the young teacher through a close integration of theory end practice. It 
should help provide a better understanding of cM.ldren as well as better 
means of confidently helping them toward their goals of learning and life. 
It should supply the need. for better induction of the teacher into teaching 
while under careful supervision. The young teacher should, through intern-
ship, develop a grea.ter ability to apply a sound philosophy of education 
which would broaden the outlook and sharpen the ideas of the prospective 
teacher. These are the main purposes of internship---purposes that cannot 
be carried out so well by any other means of directed teaching according 
to the views expressed by the respondents in this investigation. {4,, page 43) 
Further Bishop states that twenty-four of the fifty-nine institutions sur-
veyed gave as their principal objective for practice teaching, "To assist 
prospective teachers in gaining independence under competent supervision11 • 
Certainly the eoope:re..ting r:;chool provides riore nearly then tho lc .. boratory 
school a natural and norrrm1 school situation. For :aervlce in the field., 
pruct:ice tenching must adapt itself. That syi:rt.e1:1 of teacher educ;-:,,,tion best 
providing nituations similar to those found in the field has ma.de groat progre5W 
in meeting its obligations to those it serves. In discussing methods of achirav-
ing maximum results in practice teaching, Ralph ;.:r. Lyons sto.tec in his article, 
tho Divj r:ilon of Education of' Georgia TeacherG Coll(:gl'J believe thr:.t the schools 
used for pra.crtice teaching II should bo good examples of rural and tmm schools 
h1 Georgia, otherwise the graduates will not be adjusted to the situations 
they wi11 encounter uhen they go into the :i:ield" . ( l)K ')~ D'O ,..,L ,, ) ' l 0 "·1:-::i:"* ..J-ip/ • Okla.home. 
should nlso ur:;e good examples of public schools to prepare her graduates f'or 
the situations they will encounter when they go into the field. 
cooperating school is that its emphasis in upon the education of the nchool 
children of' & particular dir:rtr:lct, and not upon the education of practice 
teachers. Another d:i.sad:vcmto.ge ir, th21t tho opening <'md closing dates and hourc 
of the public school yeer aro sometimes not synchronized 1Jith thosE, of the col-,-
lege with which it iE3 cooperating; the practice toucher t:uJu:.dly misseB the 
::trnporterrt mrperience of both onroll.mont and the closing activitieD of u school 
Further 9 the rmpervioorn of tho cooporo:ting school who aro in direct 
contact with the practice teachero hrr1rc heavy class loads e,nd usually a multi-
tude of e:xtra-curricular duties; their energies are direct;ed i'irHt to being 
tmccessful instructors with only minor consideration being given to their prac·· 
tice teachers. li'or e:xnmple, in the cooperating nchool of Southvmste:rn Institute 
of Technology, the supervisors of the practice teachers nro the department hearJe, 
of the public 1.Jchool of 
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Industrial Arts are therefore assigned to the high school instructor in this 
field. In the school ye:xr of 1948-1~9 ·this suporvinor has five regular Indus-
trial Arts classes and a daily work period in ·which one hundred twenty-five 
students are enrolled; in addition, the supervisor holds a class sponsorship, 
keeps gate at athletic events, and participates actively in civic affairs. 
Howevor, this condition is not all disadvantageous. The practice teacher se-
cures a better insight into the day-to-day duties of an Industrial Arts teacher 
than he would through any other medium. 
Adva4tages ·21: JiP.2 Laborato:rz School. The labor£1tory school is built 
around the specific needs of teacher education. Its emphasis is upon the teach~-
ing of teachers ra:ther than upon the teaching of public school pupils. It is 
probably true that due to, the excellent quali·ty of' instructors and the best of 
methods and techniques, the instruction in laboratory schools is superior to 
that found in many public schools even though the emphasis is upon teacher edu-
cation. Library facilities are usually excellent since the college library 
i'acilities are avail~tble. The teaching situation is also easier for the begin·-
ning teacher as discipline problems are of a minor order.. In some cases the 
laboratory school can send back to the local public school any pupils who are 
uncooperiitive. Less distraction from an extensive activity program. is found 
in a laboratory school environment upon comparison with the four teacher educa-
tion situa.tions studied. Class meetings, assembly preparation, athletic contest::; 
with their associated activities, such as .iunior class hot dog concession, spe-
cial practices for half-time stunts by the band, and simile..r distractions are 
seldom found or they are found to a lesser degree in a laboratory school than 
in the cooperating school. In the Central State College catalog (page 29), 
the f'ollowing quotation states the purpose and explains the nature of the lnboru-· 
tory type of practice tot1.ching environment. (At F:dmond, the laboratory school 
is called uThe Domonstro..tio:n School. 11 ) 
The Do:mo:nstration ~khoo1 lG c1 lnborEtory for re:;101:Lrch eJ1d prnctice 
teaching in a S(0tting which etpproximatos a reeul~u· public school situEtion., 
The teschinf£ staff of thE-J Demon:3tration ScJ:1001 is carefully selected so 
thr:,t the studontr3 may have tho opportunity of observing the best method.fl 
of teaching. The critic i.;f,achers are chos,m not only because o.f training 
and experience 1J but al Ho bcealWG of thoir ability to correlate theorieo 
of pedngogy, psychology:. and method ri vibh clt1.scroom mnnnge:uent. '.l.'he 
Demonstration School is closely a::11::ociated uith every department of the 
colh,go,, and inntructorn in most of the~ dopnrt:ments teach clnsGen in the 
Demor:urtrntion Schoel where the Dtudent terwhers have an opportunity to 
observe 1c1nd do practice tonching wider the col.loge staff. Real teaching 
oituationo i::n1f1.1ogour:; to public school conditions are maintn.inod for the 
training of beginning teachers. 
From this statement 9 one mny conclude tlw.t laboratory schools reproduce 
conditions as nearly like those o.f public schoolc ao thoi:r setting per?nits, 
mai11talning real teaching- si tuatiom; 8imiltu> to thooe in a public school. An 
advontage cluimed is that the teaching staff is selected Hith core and with 
emphasis upon ability to co:rrclato theories of podngoe,:v, pr:rycho1ogy, und methodc 
tJith classroom roo.nagenients. However, these f,"Jaturoo are urmn1ly found in a 
coop0rn.ting school too, The only feature of' a laboratory school pointed out 
in this quotation which io 1miquely that of such a schoo1 is its close asso-
ciati.on wit,h the college dep&rtments. Cloyd Anthony, head of the teacher educo.,,, 
tion prog,TeJn at Indiana State Teachers College, prooonts one o:t the strongest 
cases for the use of the lt1,bor1:1:tory type of school for p-ractice teaching that 
this writer has found. 
Perhaps the most significant argument in favor of a campus school is 
the greater control which the college has ovor such a school, and the 
increased freedom ot uso uh:'Lch thin control usourcs. But the argument is 
pointless if the college makei:; no cliff'erent uso of the cmnpun 1:ichool than 
it wouJ.d of a typiccl. public school. It must emphasize mo~t the function 
1ihichj thus fer~ it lw ;s emJ)htwl.zod least, ~~Q:ti]nent1-~ion. (2, page 21) 
The laboratory school can be of unique vn1ue if advantage is taken of its 
f:reetlo:m resulting from college control. i1nthony believer, it can best serve 
through experimentation, houover J this function has been emphasized tho lel'1,st. 
A need for such 
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use of such schools and providing them with great opportunity for service, ac-
cording to G@ D. McGrath, Director of Teacher Education at the University of 
Illinois. After recently examining four hundred institutions of higher learn-
ing in which teacher education work is offered and carefully studying the 
pr1,ctices of' some two hundred of them in which teacher education is emphasized, 
McGrath found: 
It must be admitted thHt the consistent adherence to what might be 
referred to a.s the traditional pattern for the last ten years was alarm-
ing. Less than ten percent of the proi;rrams studied indicated any inclina-
tion toward noticable di vergencies from the uell known fre1,owork of teacher 
education. ( 18, pages 22-23) 
McGrath points out in his article, that tradition still dominates teacher 
education in the United States. He recognizes that educators in some institu-
tions are alert and moving forward, but th2t progress is too slow· and not su:ffi-
ciently widespread. If, in the laboratory schools an attempt is made merely to 
reproduce public school conditions, it may then be concluded cooperating schools 
can provide facilities for practice teaching as well or better than those loca:tod 
on a college campus. But if Anthony's and McGrath's contentions are valid, then 
there is a place for the laboratory school which cannot be adequately filled 
otherwise. 
Disadvantagp3 of~ ~r.ato;r;y: School. The student bodies of laboratory 
schools are too select. Prsctice teachers find a synthetic public school envi-
ronment as a result. The lesson plans and demonstrations may exhibit the 
knowledge of methods and techniques as well or better than in a cooperating 
school, but problems of discipline, securing interest, and the psychological 
competition with extracurricular activities are not found to the degree that 
such conditions exist in average public school enviromnents. These factors do 
enter into the education of a teacher as well as in the preparation and execu-
tion of lesson plans and the acquisition of information concerning the best 
f.%'ofessional methods and techniques. If the laboratory school does not have 
Jl 
the proper equipment or is crm,ded in certain sectionsy students 2xe t;urned 
back to the local public school. The practice tea.che:c then colilos :tnto contact 
with such problems in the field uit,h an inadequate background. Adjustment to 
these and similar problrnas may bo :made as a result of strong native abilities 
and a practical, co;n..monsense philosophy, but teo.che.c education can take little 
credit for this adjustment. Teachern i11 the cooporatinG school, on the other 
hand, face such problems frequently; the practice teacher observes the prncti-
cal methods of adjustment,, sometimes seeing ways of improving thmn. Later, 
when faced with similar situations in independent in-service teaching, he has 
a ba~kgrouncl upon which to rely. 
Another disadva:ntar;e, besides that o.f too select a student body, is that 
the stU(;ent body is too limited in size. A full scholastic program is not 
permitted. This especially affects specialized subjects of genen,l education 
such as Industrial Ju-ts. ttThe success or failure o:f.' the teacher training pro-
gram depends largely upon the individual faculty members, the curriculum, tho 
equipment and supplies, und the physical plant11 , (23, Pf).ges Al-1:-2) states 
Paul N~ Wegner, Head of Industriol Arts Deportment, Teachors College of Con-
necticut,, in"Teachor Training in Industrinl Arts Educ8.tion11 , an article appear-
ing in a late number of the JndustriHl 1\;rt§ fil!Q: Vocational Education ~'mgnzine. 
Unless the laboratory school is exceptionally lorge and in a su11erior financial 
condition, it is unlikely that the Industrial .Arts Department ·vill meet Wegner•r: 
conditions for a successful practice teacher progrv:m. 
Eithor the college shops must be used or depend.a.nee upon tho local public 
schools will result. Hith v. limited onrol1lnent, the laboratory schools empha-
size the traditional college preparatory courses. One of the last fieldD to 
ha.ve an adequat,e program and suitable equipment in a laboratory school is that 
of Industrial Arts. 
-~· Tho cooperath1L school io u:::;rnl to provide facilitier::; for 
practice teaching at S0utl:r1estern Institutt::i of Technology and at Oklahonm. 
Agricult111'a.l a:nd Iffechanicnl College, while thi<J labors,.tory cchool provides 
these facilities at tho UnivGrsity of Oklahoma ::md at Central ,St.ate College. 
11he cooperating school providc1:; moot nearly a public school o:nvironment sitdlo:r 
to that in which the pr2.ctice t.e::cchors will do in-senricG tfn:tching. Individual 
differences are mont normal :b1 tho coopercd;i:ng school as tho student bodies do 
not have controlled selection. Problems of diocipline, extrc.-curr:1.cular act.iv~· 
ities, and other duties aro most ne;;;l'ly like those found in the field. 
Since enrollment is not, 1imited, over crmided sections cmd heavy loo.els 
of tho suporvisor actu,:,1.11y tend to prepccro practice teachers for field nervice 
n10re adequately than does the lnborato:cy school. Sinee tho laboratory schools 
emphasize tho traditional college propo.ratory courses, practicnlly ignoring 
within their sept.1rote curriculm1s tlHJ specialized subjects of gener2.l education 
such ao Industrial ArtrJ, the best fncilitie::; for teacher education in Industric;,l 
Arts are probably provided by tho coopern.ting richool. 
Po.rt B 
Evaluation of practice tenching iD tJ. subjective form of analysis. A teach= 
er cannot be rated as superior or inferior from a study of ohJective test:3 
covering the methods and teclmiqueB of teaching~ Howovffc, evoTuation of the 
lmrk of practice teacher::, ic necesscJry. Prospective employers ner:3d inform.ation 
based upon 2,.cceptod standards;. rocords c.rt?! required in tho registrcrr • s office, 
deans need knowledge of' progresi:,, 8.11d achievement. FinaJ.l.y, the prci.ctico ·teach,:3r 
needs information pertaining to his strengths and weaknesc3os :for pcrr:;onnl gro1;rr,h 
in his chosen profer,sion. '1.'hc supervisor finds rating sheots of value in 
JJ 
charting the development of practice tela!,chers in his charge in providing R 
basis for remedial uork, and for guide.nee. Benides oral evaluation it io sug-
gested that three methods bo used simultaneously for mwh student. A term 
grade, a rating ::;heet based upon the total course relationship of tho student 
uith the Gupervisor, c.nd rating sheet i'or ea.ch tee.ch:Lng m::-p-erionce of the stu~-
dent shou.ld be used. The J.uot of thcrn:i three ie not submitted to higher au-
thorities, but used by the supervisor for guidance, remedial instruction, 
conference analysis, and to assist in the preparation of the term. e;rade £ind 
course re.ting sheet .. 
~ ~. A term grade is reported for ,.inch practice teneher as in ruiy 
education course. The same system of :m.ur:ks usoa by the institution in other 
courses should be used and grad.es should be imbmitted on the appropriate forms. 
The grade should indicate completion of assignments made by the oupervisor, 
sutisf'actory attenda11ce and participation, knouledge Hnd practice o.f the 
techniques of teaching, and above all, the quality of work in the courso$ 
.Although some suporvi3ors probr.bly feol tho_t tho term grade should ropr0sent 
the degree of progress :made within the time limits of the course, the writer 
is convinced that this mark should inoica-te the degree of teaching proficiency 
achieved by the student at the conclusion of the com·se irrespective of his 
level of ability at its beginning. After all)} the term grade will be auartled 
according to the methods in use by the pm"ticular institution involved, and io 
therefore not tdthin the scope of this pe.per. 
Co)ll'_QQ RDting E2!:fil. A rating form should be filled in a:t the conclusion 
of tho course. This rating form covers personal qualities af'fecting teaching, 
schoh,rship, teaching techniques et cetera. This rating form is submitted to 
the director of teacher education and io later used by those responsible for 
SOUTHWESTERN INSTITUTE OF 'l'EC!INOLffi:Y 
WEATHERFORD, OKLllJIOMA 
HATING BLANK FOR THE EVALUA'rION CF STUDEN'l1 TEACHING 
INSTRUCTIONS TO THE SU-PERVISOR: 
Listed below you will find four groups of items on which you are requested 
to rate the various aualities of the student teacher" Each item is to be rated 
on a five-point seal;. Please indicate your ratings by placing an (x) in the 
proper column after each item. The ratings given by you will be treated in a 
confidential manner. It will perhaps be advisable for you not to discuss your 
ratings with the student teacher.. Please check and return this sheet to my 
office at the close of each term or semester. Use typewriter if possible. 
These ratings will be filed at the end of the semester with the Teacher 
Placement bureau. 
'rhanking you for your assistance and cooperation in this matter, I e1n 
Yours very truly, 
E, P. Cecil, Director 
Teacher Training 
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Student Teacher 
~~~~~~--~~~~ 
Date _______ , 19A ___ . Semester _________ _ 
Year in which Teaching is Done--Sophomore, Junior, or Senior ________ _ 
Kind of Certificate Working for~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~ 
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~2.li·t,:y: ___ --,-~-~-------------.. ··--------------- ··"··-··---·-· ~---~------
Heel th -=---= .... =--------·------------··--·-------~--------------------------------
:Enthusiasm. Ini tiati v,......e-~-----
Coo1Jer;,,1tion ~~---------J .. __ ,,,,..._,, ---~----- .,,.,,..., --~~- ---·-- ,..___,... _____ ,._-.,,.....,.,,._~ 
-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-..,,.,,~~~-----~~--
--------~-------------~--------
S.QHOLARSHIP___~-··---- _ ---·- ---- ------------~----- -~ 
Definitenesn of oimo 
Interest-devcJ.,opmefft. ___ _ 
____Erovii:d&E~ fqp im.1ividual conferonceH 
VimY AVE.H- EXCEL·= 
---w·---_ PQQE.__ POOR JGILJO~I.:filJ'.I~~ 
___ ]._conomy 2f ~erg,v.~mattjaj,;:L --·· e --~-
General understanding of learning 
·--------·~§§------------·~------·-·--~--·=--= Ability to correlate properly 
-----____ theor:y ~e~--~-- ·-----------~-~------~--~-------·----·------
HISCELT,ANROU..§____.__ ____ --· ~--------------~---· 
_ Directions o~;m<l recreation_ =-=·-'-·--~-· ---- ·-----· 
Condit:i.on O:f'.'._f'Gf:lks= fJ.oor,, etc. wrna,---=~~ 
Regulation of light~ heat, 
-""--" ··--=~-- VCJL!~~Jatjon ----~A, -·~----····--·--- -·-~-=~-.. ~ 
_ Interest _in uorlcl_.m.:9hl.emJL _ _ __ ------=·--·-·--
Interest in general school 
--~------~-___ j!;Q!'.ivlties --~-~~--~-~=~-------- ~----
Aclininistration ~,bj).i ty __ _ 
UNDERSCORE TlJIGE the position listed belou for 1,Jhich you believe the appl:i.cant 
---- - is best fitted . 






Junior high school 
Senior high school 
College or urd.ver·sity 
SUPERVISOR 
General Supervisor of' 
Primary grades 
Intermediato graden 
JLmior high school 






Principal grade school 
Principal ,Tr. high school 
Department head high 
school 








PR.ODAflI,E STRONG POIN'T8: 
PROBABLE VEAKNESSi 
GENERAL REMAilKS OH EXPLAJATIONS: 
Signed 
Supcrvi$JOr 
assisting in in-·;:;ervice placement, and finally in pormammtly :f:'iledo 'i'he rEt--
i:ng form included as :peges 31,, 35 ~ , and 37 is tll.at used by Sen.rt.hue stern 
Institute ot ·rechnofog,J, for student:::: completin1.; courser, in p:cacticG teaching. 
'J'his rating sheet ii; very comprehensive. In fact, that is its principu.1 
weakness. It is too lengthy and jncludoi:J many :1 tems not even observed :i.n a 
cou!'so of Industri&l ±1.rts. For example, H,1dminir.rtrntion ability, 11 nc::irections 
of play and recreation, 11 r1nd Hlnterust in world problemc" could be 01'1itted,, 
or the rating on soveroJ. of therm items may be waived as they Kee rolt1tively 
unimportant or nre seldom observed. Alsop a shorter check list would be both 
easier to fill out and easior t,o oca...n. 
'l'he Interview Evcduation Shec.:.1t of the University of Oklahoma :i.nclnle(' aG 
pages 39 and 11.0 are similar to the rating f;heet of Southwestern Institute o:f' 
Tochnology,9 but it is comprossed into two pages. The method of checking :ls 
also simplified. The purpose of all such sheots, a8 indicated by those in-
eluded here, is to pre:..;,mt a composite ::iJ11preosion of the practice teucher as 
seen through the oyes of the supervisor. 'l'hough oiibjective antl thorefor·e open 
to criticism af:l to rElliahility at timesi those ri'l:ting riheetr:: are as valid n 
method of fJecuring an estimate of tbo potentiali this of inexperienced tGnche:es 
ns ::u:; available at present. Pr·ohable weakness and p:ro'bablo strong points listed, 
at the close of both the evaluation rating oheeto of Southwestern Institute of 
Technology and the University of Oklahoma prove in practice to be tho most 
valuable items included. Their value varies in ac:cordancc with the care, con-
sideration, and judgment uhich the individual supervi:Jor uses :i.11 the re,ting 
process. 
Rating Sheets .f2r. Classroom. I'G£)~riOil9.fill. Supervisors in e":\ch field have 
different methods of obtaining and noting information for use in guidance, to 
Estimate or certain Characteristics Related to the Teaching 
Pot,,mtiality of Students Enrolling in Education 
Dopai~tment of Teacher Edueation, Univeroity Laborntory Schools 
College of Education 
J9 
Evaluate the ce.ndidatc interviewed on the basis of the follouing items, 
makine whatever ci.ddi tional eomments arc nccessux·y to express with groator clru:>-· 
ity your improssions. Check the n.djective uhich, in your opinion, best deocribog 
the characteristic under consideration. lli;! nQ! check any ad.jecti.Y§. unle.:i§ it 
adoqua;tel,x states your impression Q!:, for ~ you £.Q. !!2!: possE;:~ .fil!f.fich,mt 
evidence to~~ gecisi.9.n. 
Candidate ·~·-___,,,__ ___ l'fu.jor ______ .H:i.nor _____ -
Norman address Telephone ~~~~~~·-~-~ 
Home address Age_Teaching Experience_~-~--
Interviewer Date ___________ l 9 • . 
PERSON.l\L Q,UALiv'ICATIONS EV .AL UA'l'IOl~ 
I. PHYSICAL 
A. Genaral appearance Striking Attractive Ordinary Poor Repulsive 
1. Unnoticeable - Pronou.11ced Appearance defects None Slightly Quite 
notice. notice. -2. Bearing-Posture Excellent Good Average Inferior Slouchy _ .. _ -- ------·-.3. Grooming lrirr.nn,culo.te Good :·:Je,:;.t Careless Untidy 
4. Vitality Vigorous Strong Fair Listless Wo&k 
--- . --=-5. Maturity Matured Hell- Haturing Poorly Immature 
-~olo:Eet! -- devel. B. Voice Excollent Plea.sing Ordinnry Weak Unpleasant 
C. Special Talents 
II. MENTAL AND F.MOTimrnL 
-A. Gen 11 Intelligence Brilliant Goocl Fair Inferior Dull 
B. Judgo1ent Excellent Sound Ordim.u·y Erratic Stupid 
-~ c. .Alertness 1-lifil"ked Good Hoder.ate Sluggish Dull 
---D. Disposition Optimistic Cheerful Fair Poor i'.'felt:ncholic 
- -·--E. Confidence Excellent Good Sufficient Uncert,ain Hopeless 
---F .. Attitude-Criticism Excellent Good Indifferent Poor Antagonistic 
H. Agg-resslveness 




Enf\li sh UrJage 
( Com.rnrm1t.ional) 
Interest in people 
D. Social Grn.ces 
IV. PROFE.SEiIOrJAL 
A. Interest, in 
teaching 
Flighty 
Balance Good Uodcrato Poor D:el:plesri 
Excellent li'eu orror G Ord:i.nrn·-y Poor 
Keen Sociable Pt=ssive l.fith- Anti·-
,.. ___ -'-"""""""' __ _, ----.,.-=---
E.xtonsi ve Broad 
·-··-·_ draim ~L 
l'-Zoclorate Lind. ted 'Narrou 









B. Related Experiences Macy Several Limited Very few None 
(Trrwel, Vocational) __ _ 
C. Planning of Excellent Oood Suf'fi- Poor Wone 
Training Prog-ra1t1 cient 
D. Comments 
V. CHAR_.f\.CTER 
(Check only if 
absolutely sure) 
VI, GEHERi\L IM.PRESS ION 
(Sumnw.ry 
A. Physical 





~~- ~·~-·---~~· ---- ---- ;;a .. -~,., 
Excellent Conforms Heak Um~table 
- ---· --=~-Excellent Good Ordinary Poor Objoctional 
-~-""------ Good-~-~ -~ Balanced Fair Poor Unstable __ .. ~· ---·----~ ---.-,::..;;; 
Excellent Good Moderate Poor Shallow 
-~-= -- --~---Excellent Good :F'air Poor Undesirable 
..--a=.-~-..~,_.. "'""~--)c-=·•~"""' .._.._ __ ------- tt--~ 
Excellent Efigh Conf or:ms Henk Unstable 
As a potential teacher, this candidate shmrs promise of being {a) 
oxcellent, (b) good, (c) average, (d) poor, {e) extremely poor. 
Strong Points·---------,----·-----~----·--------
Heak Points ____________ -·-·----~----
Co:mments_~------~ 
use in conferences m1c'1 remedial instruction, One method is to employ a r:iting 
sheet f"or each teaching experience of the practice tet:cher. These r:;hcel.:.sJ in 
themselves, arc not pnssed on to higher authorities, but ro~e destroyed at. the 
conclusion of. each semester, or given to the respective student so lfr:my of the 
items are simih1r to those included on the course rnti11g sheet. '!'he sheet is 
GJtrei:~tnlined mid the eIBphc,His is upon one unit.,, le;:wo:n, or demonstra:Lion. A 
rating sheet desie,ned for practice teschin,0 in Industrial Arts at, Southwestern 
Institute of Technology is included here on page 1}2. 
It uill be noted thi:1.t ite:nw covering pr-epf1r1_:rtion on the part of the prac·-
ti.ce teacher are given considerable e:mpho.sis. The rating sheet, in addition 
to its uses previously stated, has a ]P&'Ychological affect in advance upon the 
practice teacher. Knowing that such a sheet Hill be used mid havlng aeen the 
items upon it in conference previous to his first teaching experience, he is 
likely to make adequate preparation. To a degree, the same pi:.,ychological 
fc.ctor is true during the demonstra.tion or lecture. The practice teacher is 
conscious of the chock-sheet being filled out on hir1 uork. In practice 9 the 
rati1v6 sheet for classroom experiences proves of' value in Industrirc1l ArtD. 
£2.nclu.siop,. Bva.luation of the work of practice teachers is necessr1ry by 
their suporviGors. Prospective employers desire information, college ..:,1.clmin-
istrat,ore1 need a record of progress and achievement, the practice te:wher, 
himself1 needs information pertr:in.ing to his strengths and uenknesscs for per-
sonal grm1th in his chosen prof'ecrnion, and the supervisor makes use of them 
for gu.idance and remedinl assignments. Besides t1c)rm grades, ovaluEctions are 
:made on t;wo types of forms. A per1ms,nent course rfrting shoot is propcu-ed at 
the conclusion of the courses in practice tcnching for eD.ch student covering 
personal qualities, scholnrship, teaching techniques, an<l cultur&l development 
The purpose of such sheets is to present a comix1sito impression of the practice 
RATING SHEET FOR .A GOMBINA'rION DEMONSTRATI011J-LECTURE 
IN SHOP WORK OR INDUSTRIAL DRAWING IM 
INDUSTRIAL ARTS PRACTICE TEACHING 
Name of Practice Teacher ______________ Date __ "____ _ 
Title of Lesson to,be Presented 
-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
Pages or Chapter in Textbook__..~~~ 
PREPARA'rION ON PART OF PRACTICE '!'EACH.ER 
1. Degree assigned textbook material studied 
~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~ 
2. Detailec1 leeJson plan used? ________ -----------
J. List of :materials and supplies used _________________ _ 
THE DEMONSTRATION-LECTURE PRESENTED 
1. Personal appearance 
2. Words mispronounced 
3. Voice: Excellent, Good, Fair, Poor, 
I~. Diction r.md enunciation 
5. Correc·t use of tools 
? • Quality of finished work of demonstration ____ , ________ _ 
8. Introduction of lesson __ ------"-----·-------------
teacher as seen through the eyes of the supervisor. Their reliability Rt timer:\ 
mrxy be questioned, and some i::ire founcl to be rather lengthy and involved 1 but 
on the whole have proved denirnble. 
In Industrial Arts, a rating oheet for classroom experiences of the prac-
tice tet;:"chers has Hlso proved deoirable. 'fhis sheet is not submitted to the 
director of practice teaching. It serves in the preparation of the ter:m grade, 
and course rating sheet, .for guidance und. remedial instruction, and to motivat,e 
the student teacher for adequate prep1:1rffl;ion and maximum teaching. 
!h£ Chapter Swntlk'1.rized. Little variation exists in college curriculu_m. 
requirements for practice teaching due to State Department of Education re-
quir0mc:mts. Variation does exist, however, in the presentation of' practice 
teaching courses in teacher education institutions of Oklahomao One noteworthy 
difference is the use of laboratory, on-campus schools by tuo of the four col-
leges upon whose practices this paper is based, and the use of cooperating, 
public school systems by the other tuo. "To assist prospective teachers in 
gaining independence and ability as teachers in Q; natural and normal school 
situatiol'! under competent supervision11 was found to be the principal objective 
of practice teaching courses, according to information from fifty-nine repre-
sentative teacher education institutions (5, page 33). The cooperating school 
provides most nearly such a natural and normal school situation similar to 
that in which practice teachers will lat0r do in·-service teaching. Further, 
specialized subjects of general education, such as Industrinl .Arts, are fre-
quently omitted in those laboratory schools which othervrise provide rather 
adequate practice teaching facilities in the traditional college preparatory 
courses. From the standpoint of teacher education in Industrial Arts, the co-
operating school is ::mperio:r to the laboratory school. 
In 'the evnluatio:n of the work of pr8ctice tec::choro, e:iwmples or rutlng 
sri<:,ets UDod :in differcmt Oklnhomc, inntitu&iom, z,:ce suiJ:,1itted. These m·o 
in purpose nnd itemi:i included:, Glthough thet; from the University of' Oklahoma 
is someuhc;I:; n1ore simpllfied and ici oaaier to check. 
oubjective an(i! therefore open to criticinrn ur: tu rol:l.abi1ity at 
timt,Hil 1 !'(:ting sheets ;c.1.re found to be of' distinct value. The do sire of' pro::rpec-
tivt':i employer for informationJ edm.i.nistrativo rocord of' !.JI'Otfress and achi-ave·= 
men!:,, Uw value Lo the pract,:lee tenchr;r in guidance and chnrting personal gro\Tr.h,, 
a.s well us E b::uc,is for comparnt:i:vo term grades nnd remedial instruction ere o.11 
purposes of the course rating sheet made for each practice teacher. Their valuo 
vn:ries in accordance1 1c1ith the cnro, consideration, r.w.u ;judgrn'.i:lenL of the indi-
vidual supEJrvisor. A rnrpplemental'y ratinc sheet for classroom experiences has 
ah10 proved desirable in the Industrial ArtB f'icld. It, ho.n been found to be 
of additional value in i;wsisting in motivating the stu1..iont tor1chor to prepare 
adequa.tely for each c1assroom lecture or dcrnonstrf,,tion. On the uhole v tcru.1 
grade8 are not emough in the evalua.tion of' the uork of' the pr;cwticc l:;oachcr, 
rating sheets such as those prosent.ed in Part B have tx"en found to meet the 
need. 
CHAPTER IV 
As in learning o-1:~her Ulings 1Joing the eollec:e le~a·ns to be a 
teacher by teaching. It :'1:::1 doubt:l'ul i:f 1myono could ever hocome n vory skill-· 
ful tet;.cher .i ust, by theory 1:,lone • not enough, it must 
be supecvisod experience. A ·l;horough knoulodge of' che t,eehrdc;ues of teaching 
applied under export guidG .. :nce during t.ho period of' actual pracrtico teachi:r,.g is 
the best method of producing th<:: qm2lity of teachers needed for our 1-1ublic 
l!li._?; Harry A. LittlEJ (1/i,1 page 1) sr.cys, "Increased em.phG.sio is being givon to 
t,he educatfon of' ell the peoplG" The ofi'ic:i_cmcy of' cur schools is dopendcmt on 
-1:;11~, kind of teachoro in them. The pre-service education of the teachers iL; ju,_:;L-
ly l'Oceiving incroo.sed thought and attention from School officials. 'Ihe most 
importc.nt single courne in the pro-m:,rvice odumition of' teachers is ut,udent 
to!:lehing. 11 
Po.rt A 
Hnny books and articles have been uritten concerning the training of" teach,-· 
ers. The nims :mc1 objectives listed by these ,iriters are similar except in 
detail. The specific aimr; can be listed under the following group headings: 
'l'he se are, ( 1) Personal Traits 9 ( 2) Classroom Management, (J) Pupil Pro blemn, 
U+) Lesson Plnnni:ng, (5) Ten.ching 'I\1chniqueri, (6) Profe::1:::;ional Gro1:Jthj and (7) 
Community Interest. 
zed. 
certain native pe:r;,:1ow.lity fnctors uhieh u,re ossentiol to the fmcceosfuJ.. 
(17 ~ j_JU/lC 35) 
F'ou subject.0 havo receivod more considor,,tion in the discussion than 
[KJrr1on2.lity. It is nn i11ustrative tord and. it connotes clif:ferent idetw 
to different peoplo. Iclo other factor is ~noro imporkmt from the st,and-
point of a. terwher 1 A rmccess than h.ir0 porGonclity ~ hut the •mrd rcfero to 
fm rnany dif"f'erent attributes applicn.ble to 2.ny person that it is diftimilt,jl 
if not impossihlfl~ to mr;.ke a general ctatement th(;.t ui11 give t\ tot2.l 
picture of n teacherts personality • 
.ssset in teu.ching and helps :f'orm desirable relations bet.uee:n the teacher nnd. 
the pupils, parent ~3 :::J1d the ccmmmnity. 
It is iTIJ}'.lO~Jsible at i)roocnt to state specifically 1.1hrri:; traits or chnrac-
teristics mf:lke for succen~3 in teaching;. Perhi:tps there i::1 no one best teuching 
personality, but :rather, :mnny combinations of pe:nJOnal quolities mFxy bt'l desired 
in teacherG. It, is n very necessary thing that practice tea.chers study ·their 
mm personal chllrac.:terist,ics in the lie,ht of' their influence on teaching, and 
tlwt th0y st1·ive to cultivate those CfLmlities uhich ceom most desirable? and 
reduce or ulimin::i.te thorie uhich aro undosirable. 
ing to tho devoloom,mt of personal tr~:ita nro listed ns objoctives of a special 
j)hase of practice tcachin[c; ~ (1'7~ page A) 
1. To make tho practice te:';,chor consciour, of the importance 01' porsonnl 
traits, habitri, and characteristics in teaching. 
2. To help him to recognize \lhich of .his mm personal traitn may be de=· 
r;irable or undesirab1c for teaching. 
3. 'l'o help him to overcome o:c to reduce any remediable handicnpi:1 he mny 
possess c.n<l to cultivate hiG desirable traits. 
To help to ,:,,ppreciate the value of t'. tcGcldng voice nnd to sugzest 
means of iIJ.provine; the voice pitch~ onm.1cintion,, rapidity~ herdtccncy 9 
carrying powm· flnd s1xx,ch dcf\:.,cts, 
5. 'l'o aid him to npprecinto tho import:rn.ce ,)£' uood tn1,to in por sonr:1 
grooming ,md to give somt:, training in such matter;:, to those t-Jh.o may 
need it. Think of'° hn:ir cutB~ t,hoe ::;h:i.ne,s,, 1:,rnj sho.vE=rn. 
tonching problonwi mid rrre often LS d.iff'icult, to solve. P1~ohle?1s of classroom 
control and disciplino OTo frequently causos of t1H3 failure of the teceher~ 
ixu·tiully hecnuse failure in disciplin1:: io oo evident to the supervisor End 
partjally because a certain &.mount of control must be :>21aintaine<t't in ord01· to 
provide for effect:i.ve teaching, Other problems o.f. :mr,.nagem.ent arE, :,:ore or 1es2, 
cloticJ.y linked with classroom uork and have their affect upon instructlorn:cl 
activities. Good manc:1gement, nw.'kes teaching more effective? whe:ceas poor man-· 
agement nmkes teaching more difficult or even impossible. 
(l?, pcge 5) 
1. 'l'o shou the nocensity of and to develop some skill in maintaining a 
uell 1:1annged, orderlyp :~,nd interestod class. 
2, T'o develop fJome skill in crs.rrying on tho routine activitio,J con..nccted 
ui th the ,mrk of' tenching. 
3. To appreciate the need of and to develop somo skill in setting up 
classroom condit:i.om:: under which every pu1:,il 'dill be sti:muloted to 
engage in worth-t1hile activit,ien. 
!,.. To deitelop ,tpprocir:,tion of and r,kill in the u::.Ki of Loo.ohing nateon::ialc, 
equipment and ff1.1p1,lie s. 
5. 'fo develop 130111e skill~'l in management of' extracurricular activities, 
school excm·nions, nnd so on. 
6. To devr;lop skill in recognizing situations o:f' clasr:_:room disorrJers 
which may lead to more serious disorders, which mn.y lead to more scriou,J 
disciplinary problems, and to deal effectively -uith such situatiom:. 
Pupi~ Problems. All te,J,ching has two basic centers: the subject taught 
and the pupil taught, and o.f the tiro the latter is of greater importance. There 
is a growing recognitfon of the fact that masi:1 education is not achieving the 
r<:;sults which should be attained in the school, and as a result the v1:.rious 
plans or modifications of plans for adapting instruction to individual differ-
ences among pupils are becoming an acknowledged part of teaching procedure. 
All this c1,llls for a thorough understanding of the nature, capacitiesll interest, 
social status and economic status o.f the home as ue11 as the health, and future 
aspirations of each pupil. Practice teachers should appreciate the importance 
of these factors and should have some tre.ining in child psychology. 
Aims Relating to Pupil Problems~ The following aims relating to pupil 
J1t'oblems are found i.n _the book by Maxwell and Reusser, Observation ~ Directed 
Teaching in Secondary Schools. (17, page 6) 
1. 'fo give practice teachers an appreciation of the necessity of under-
standing their pupils as individual boys and girls, to ascertain their 
needs, to know their problems, and to appreciate their capacities. 
2. To recognize the fact that the materials and activities of teaching 
must be ada.pted to pupil I s needs and to help practice teachers make 
the necessary adjustments. 
3. To appreciate the fact the.t in addition to learning the subject taught, 
the child is forming habits of conduct., of work, of social adjustments, 
of interest in school or the lnck of it, and so forth, and that all 
these fi,ictors must be considered. 
4.• To recognize conditions of health and well-being and to become resource-
ful in setting up the proper conditions. 
5. To develop the ability to see beyond the conditions of classroom order 
and control to the adjustments that pupils are making to the school 
and to the social situation. 
Lesson Planning. The practice teacher must lev.rn to realize the Gontribu-
tions his subject can make to growing young people and must so select and 
organize his material that the contributions may be at the maximum for the 
group cw B, vfhole ond .for each individlmL This involvGG th<.::: s,nlecticn of' 
certtdn portions oi' t.JH=; subject ),tatter for mrt;-:ih:.rnif3 and the orgo.n:Lz;ation of 
o:n the of pupil experi(mees and f)I'cvioun knouloilge. 
o.ims rel2.ting to lEmson plimning ~u·e given: 
l. 'l'o develop r,m apprecia.tion of the ilTrportc:.nce of' som1d schol~trBhip in 
th0 teaching field in uhich the practice ter:iche:c has specie,lized. 
2. 'I'o develop an npprGciation of the importanc(, of ct broad lrno,;·lcdgo of 
roloted fi.e1ds and of current, affo.irs. 
3. develop an ability to selcet o.nd organiZE, subje,ct matter in the 
'~· 
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ncquire knowledge of and ability to use the vDrious source materfo.1u 
the subject mutter fields, such GB re.f't,lrence, maps, books surveyt1, 
s~ and. JJictureoo 
acquire the ubility to use the rmbject matter for tho aevelopment 
des:lrablo att:i.tu.dei::, uppreci&tions, "mil Im.bits of the pupils, and 
relate achievement to the brander p1ll"pOHero: of secondary education. 
Teaching .Ieclm~. The tX~lection rmd application of method:J involv0s 
both a lmovledge and an unc1.erstnm1ing of the principles of l0Frning and tench-
:tng; it involves a compreh,c1nsion of the outcomen souaht :ln the teaching and of 
the n:::tture of the let::-'xning products. Methods shoul(J not be conceived of a8 a 
'1tbag of tricks11 :f.'rom which the teacher draus the appro1JriatG one; rr,ther they· 
u:re npplicntions or the p~iychologicul principlen of learning ada.pted to the 
needs of' the indiv:"Ldual pupilG. It is highly del:Jiruble tho.t teachers develop 
some resourcefulness in tho use of methods and. an ability to ndapt them to 
the particula.:r. si tun.tions i.n uhich they a.r0 USE,d. 
Aims Re~ to Te_{whing ~. Airm:i rel&.ting to teaching teclmiqumi 
Secondary Schools. (17, page 8) 
1. To give the practice teacher some practice in the selection of methods 
of teaching which will favor the learning outcomes sought. 
2o To develop some skill in the use of the various procedures which the 
student 'Will enjoy. 
J. To give some practice in the direction of the various learning activi-
ties of the pupils. 
4. To habituate the practice teacher to the maintenance of high standards 
of Hork done by his pupils. 
5. To develop some skill in the use of tests, in pupil diagnosis, and in 
the application of remedial measures. 
Professional Growth. There is urgent need for elevating teaching to a 
higher professional plane.. Teaching ccm be elevated more nearly into a live 
profession only as those who enter it become conscious of its professional 
possibilities and have disposition to raise it to higher levels. While the 
conditions and standards which surround teaching, such as salaries, amount or 
education and social and economic co:ndi·!;ions are often very low and tend to 
reduce teaching to a 11 job0 there is, nevertheless, much that teachers can do 
to raise teaching to higher professional planes. 
Aims R(j)J.~ting to Professional Growth. In Maxwell and Reusser's book, 
Observation .film Dir~ Teaching in Secondary Schools ( 17, page 9), the follow-
ing aims relating to professfonal growth are given: 
1. To develop the habit of further study in the field of specialization, 
in relat,ed fields, and in the professional field. Attend meetings, 
read and study books and magazines. 
2. To apprecia.te the need for and to develop the habit of cooperation 
with other teachers, superintendents, and supervisors in t,he admin-
istration of the school program. 
3. To appreciate the need for and to develop the habit of working with 
pupils, their parents, and other agencies in the community for the 
best interest of the school. 
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4. To recognize the agencies for professional growth and to develop the 
disposition to use these agencies in the community for :professional 
advancement. 
;. To recognize the agencies for the abundant good health of a teacher 
and to develop the disposition to engage in recreational activities 
which promote good health. 
6. To develop a sense of high ethical standards for teachers., 
Comm:wrl.ty Interest. T11ere is, in small co.m..munities especially, a desire 
that the teacher do extra community service. Members o.f churches, organiza-
tions and clubs expect -the teacher to work with them in various undertakings. 
~ Relatipg ]2 Community Interest. In a paper entitled Teaching i!!.. 
~ Weatherford: Public Schools by' E. P. Cecil and others (6, page 72) the 
following aims relating to community interest .are given: 
l. To make yourself a part of the community. To aid in the upbuilding 
of worthwhile things while you live there. 
2; To meet your obligations as to taxes, donations, and special services. 
3. To consider the community1 s success your success. 
Conclusion.. Educators are in general agreement on the aims and objectives 
or the practice teaching courses. The group headings are (1) Personal Traits, 
(2) Classroom Management, (3) Pupil Problems, (4) Lesson Planning, (5) Teach-
ing Techniques, (6) Professional Growth, and (?) Community Interests. Respon-
sibility exists in teacher education for the guidance or practice teachers 
within each of these areas. It is important that inspiration for the mainte-
nance of professional groiJt.h be integrated in a practice teaching course as 
well as the st,udy and use of lesson plans~ Good classroom management makes 
teaching more effective, while poor management makes teaching difficult or 
even impossible. A complete knowledge of methods and techniques is not enough 
in it.self,. Practice teaching should also make the young teacher aware of the 
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pupil problo31s uhich exist within any group of' studentr.:i. Efi'octive too.ching 
:must tako into account individuu.1 clifferencc:J., Persons completing v.. co1:1rEJe 
in practice teaching should appreciate the m:)eessity for understanding the 
nature, hen.1th, aspirations,, capacities, inte:resk1, social nntl economic status 
of ev.ch individual pupil !"or llmrlmum Hffectivencss in tenehing. Practice 
teaching should emphasize the vital ingredient of teacher personality. Re-
quoting J:.1axs:1ell fl.lld Reusser (17 l/ pv.ge 35), 11 )1,Jo other factor is more :mportlint 
than personality. n A cour so in practice teaching should give opportunity tor 
self-evalu:-ition and give guida..r1ce in cultivating desirable qunlitios and in 
reducing those considered undesirable. At least it should :m~ke the prnctice 
teacher conscious of those ht:,bits~ traitsj etc. having an influence upon 
teaching. 
Part B 
QrgE1nizatiog .Qf ~ Pr~ctice Teaching Cours_Q 
The following recommendations for a teacher education course were :i-iillde 
by Jacob I. B~mgher in his cl.isse1~ta.tion entitled .Qraa..ni~.ffli2!! ~nd fil!ministrn-
~ 2%. Practice xeachipg .!I! Privately EndOJ.iSl~ Colleges Q.f Liberal ~- CJ» 
page 96) 
Th(:, course should consist largely of class teaching, preparation of' 
lesson plans, directed observation, direction of study periods, teaching 
of individue.ls or small 5Tou:ps, assistant work in laboratories~ o.ttendancG 
at individual and group conferences, Ll'l"ading of ps.pers, participation in 
school activities and projects, some prof'essiomd reading, end last and 
perhaps n.ost important, gnthering, and orgmtlzation of ranterial of in-
struction in the department in uhich the prt.ctice teacher teaches. I·t is 
absolutely essential that a practice te~cher start early in organizing 
subject-matter 1naterials to o.id him in making his teaching effective. 
In fact, the practice teaching work should cover the entire r&nr;e of a 
trr1.ined teacher's duties. In this way only con teaching come to be con-
sidered u real profession, and prnctice teaching a thorough preparr::i.tion 
for that profession. 
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offer.3d during the first semester or the senior year, and should be a1; least 
eighteen weeks in length, it should be at least a three semester-hour course, 
and should be preceded by the followin,g courses: "Introduction to Teaching/1 
0 General Psychology," 11 Educa.tional Psychology, •1 "Tests and Measurements1r and 
"Principles of Secondary Education~" Each of these courses should have Gt 
credit, value of three semester hours. 
The Course. The practice teaching course should be accompanied by a 
two or three-semester-hour course in the technique of teaching or principles 
of high school methods, £illd should be followed during the second damester by 
a three=semester-hour course in philosophy of education .. The practice teacher 
should meet his class every time the class meets, and should never stay for 
less time than a full class period. There should be a number of directed 
observations prior to the formal teaching of lessons, the number to be regula-
ted by the individual needs of the stuc1ent preparing to do the practice teach-
ing. In fact, there should have been frequent observations of high school 
classes at 1mrk o.s part of the work of the student teacher in previous courses. 
This requirement applies to all professional courses but especially to courses 
which are an introduction to teaching and to educational psychology. Observa-
tion of class work and participation in various activities conducted by the 
supervisor in the high school, ·will also constitute a considerable part of the 
work in the course on principles of secondary education. Baugher makes these 
comments o.n the value of his practice teaching m.'J)eriences. (3, page 96) 
No student expecting to teach in a secondary school should, as a rule, be 
exempt from practice t,eaching. If any exceptions a.re made they should be 
:r&'\lde for outstanding reasons. Mere teaching experience, however, is not 
an outstanding reason. An experienced teacher is helped very much by 
practicing under a good supervisor. Outstanding success as a. teacher in 
some modern educational system might wa:rrent making an exemption, if it 
is necessary to make exemptions. Some of the best teacher training in-
stitutionsJ however, allow no exemptions. 
A ~riptio.n .2f !'J.:e9ti9.£ TeGchin~ J.19..tivitieg f.Q;:. :~efJ,CF!P.£. Educc,t:i.on ill 
!n:!ustrinl Arts ~ §2_uthucster1~ I1~.1ttitute .Qf JoclmoJ.&g:z. The college ritudent 
enrolled in teacher education coursen in tho cooperrtting school has a tiro-
:1:old objective.. Ho il:l to observe and to practice the teaching arts. 'l'he 
i'ollo-wing requiremeutfJ accomplish these objectives at the Southwestern Insti-
tute of Technology. An attempt is made to gj.ve the practice teacher insight 
and participa:l;ion in the operation of the ,.rhole school a.a well us thHt of the 
shop. For the theory periods, Student :r~achi~ by Schorling is used as a 
textbook. (22) This t1ork is especinlly valuable in those sections dcwotea 
to planning and discipline.. It contains suitable ma:terial for discussion 
concerning methods leading to desirable profesr,ionul nttitudes. Other t1ourcer:; 
from which collateral readings arG taken are Teaching in ihQ Weatherford 
Public §Qhoo1.§ by E. Po Cecil and Others, (6) TGJiChing th_e J11Qustrial ~ 
by Ericson, (8) and Student .'IQQ.ching .ill! ~~e,orience f_rogram by Schor-ling, (2~2) 
All practice tenchero meet with the Director o.f' Teacher Educntion in a 
weekly discussion which physicnlly Hill have many of' the cho.ractorist,ics of' 
a class. Through this mediUt11 the director can :present the educational 
philosophy of the institution better than indirectly through supervisoro 
alone. Films on topics t:rpplicable to teaching procedurE~~ com.man to ull fiold.r;J 
are presented in the general conference of the clirHctor, rather than requiring 
each supE.:rvisor to duplice.te work of his fellous. Detter coordination of the 
practice teaching program o.s a whole and a practical tc'.pproach to the needs 
and problems of the individual practice teachers will result through the 
weekly, pl3rsonal contacts with the director uhich is required of all practice 
teachers. During the course of these weekly meetings, a guest superintendent 
from another school is invited to speak. His topic for discussion is, 11Hhat 
the Superintendent Expects of the Teacher in Service." 
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All practice teachers in Industrial Arts meet one hour per week with the 
Industrial Arts practice teaching supervisor in a weel<'..ly discussion dealing 
with the methods, techniques and problems common to teachers in this field. 
Topics :f."or consideration will include starting the school year, shop records, 
care of equipment, class organization, teaching aids, safety instructions, 
lessons to be taught, demonstrations., lesson plans, individual instruction, 
textbooks to be used, testing, records to be made out for the principal's 
office, and closing the school year. Practice teachers are required to preparo 
reports on some phase of teaching shop work. In addition to this rather formal, 
class-like conference, individual conferences. of indefinite length will be held 
with the supervisor at his discretion. These would be very informal and would 
vary with the problems and personality of each practice teacher. They should 
be held both before end after the practice teacher assumes the r,esponsibility 
of class control. 
For effective teacher education, it is necessary for the practice teacher 
to follow the continuity of .a regular., daily high school Industrial Arts class .. 
In addition to observation of .the supervisor's methods of teaching, practice 
teaching vill be done in this requirement. One or two short lectures -will be 
given each week, preferably at the beginning of class periods. The practice 
teacher will prepare and present a lesson ta.ken from the textbook being used 
in the particular class. During laboratory periods he will assist with in-
dividual instructions and classroom management. With the proper supervision 
he will be required to grade the projects mude by the studento. At the end o.f 
each six weeks periods he will be consulted as to the grades given ea.ch student ... 
He 'Will make and administer tests either after each lecture or at the end of 
each six weeks and semester periods •. He will record a.11 grades in the grade 
book, and make out the regular six weeks grade sheet to be turned in to the 
Principal's of:t"ice. 
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The practice teacher must experience as cnrmy as possible of the routine 
duties expected of faculty members in the averGJ.ge Oklahoma high school. At 
his convenience, the following duties are expected: study hall duty, llmch 
room dut,y, attendance at a regular Parent-Teacher Association Meeting, help 
keep ngate11 at an athletic event, at·tend a class meeting, and observe the pro-
cedure of the principal 1 s office. The supervisor should direct the practice 
teacher in these activities, discussing some of the problems and responsibili-
ties of them from the standpoint of a faculty member. This course has e. credit 
value of four semester hours. 
Conclusion. An outline of practice te2.ching rec1uircments for teacher 
education in Industrial Arts, based on tho actual practices in the Southwestern 
Institute of Technology cooperating school, was presented in Part B. Thus full 
significance is given to this quotation from Baugher (J, page 96), 11 •••• the 
practice teaching work should cover the entire range of a trained teacher's 
duties. 0 In addition to specified readings, conferences, and classroom ob-
servation, the practfoe teech0r actually doe::; the things an Industrial Arts 
instructor is e:x:pected to do in service. These include extra-curricular and 
management duties as well as instruction through lecture and laboratory teach-
ing. Close guidance, supervision a.nd correlation with other courses of the 
education curriculum are also features of this three hour course .. 
Part C 
planning !.b&. Practic.!z Teachigg Activities 
Planning of both the long-range and daily activities of both teacher and 
pupil are vital to good teaching. The modern high school curriculum is crowded 
and more time for an expt>..nding · Inaustrial Arts course is not available. Each 
y,"Jer the oxpe:ricncod tem:her uill t1sso11blo aore information and tochniqu.n; 
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that should be included in the course offered i.n this depe.rtmell't. Therefore, 
planning is necessary if training and practice in the required skills or modern 
Industrial Jl.rtg courses nre coveced uithin the time limit of one hundred eighty 
days, lei:rn assembli~1s, bc.sketbnll tournaments, band trips, football games, et 
cetera. Unnecessary eff'ort.s must be eliminuted if the shop program is to be 
successf'u1, and this can only be accomplished through adequate planning. 
Better discipline uill also result through planning. Students will be 
busy most of the time at useful tasks. A feeling of worthwhileness and ac-
complisbment will permeHte the class. Further, an instructor who knows what 
he is going to do next is confident and his class senses this feeling. Planning 
is as necessary as a rudder is to a ship. Sherling in his book, Student '!'_eachi:!!i'{ 
says: (22, page 87) 
The teacher is not. ·hhe only person who needs to plan his work care-
fully in order to be effective. An attorney attempts to anticipate and 
prepare for every move in a court trial; the minister who holds his con-
gregation visualizes the parts of the church service; the sales mano.ger 
gives careful attention to every step in a proposed selling campaign; and 
the hostess plans the details of' a successful dinner. T'wo of the best 
illustrations of planning in modern time are provided by radio programs 
and the football coach who prepares for the weekend games. 
Planning the Daj.l;y Lesson. In order that the practice teacher may work 
toward a definite objective it i.s essential that the work be planned from day 
to day. The subject matter, the pupil, and. the methods must be intimately re-
lated in the do.ily lesson plan. The needs of the pupils must always be kept 
in mind when selecting content and methods. The way in which the practice 
teacher plans and executes the daily lesson plan constitutes a test of the 
mastery of' the art of teaching. 
The beginning teacher who is learning to instruct through practice teach-
ing is usually required to make plans of the most extensive type. written 
lesson plans are required of each practice teacher for every lesson taught and 
they :must be made in advin.co. Lenson plans in Industrial Arts work :rn.ay be 
divided into two ki:nd13: 'l'he comprehensive or detailed. pl&n, zm.d tho abbreviat,o{i 
or skeleton plan. Each stutfont should make 0.t least one detuiled plan and 
several 11 skele·hon11 or abbreviated plans. 
The following lesson plans f;.re found in Ericson's T£!achiug ~ Industrial 
Arts (8, pages 69-74). These plans may be used by the practice teacher as ex-
amples. In the opinion of the t·r.riter these are very good lesson plans. 
A GOMPREHEl\ISIVE TEACHING PLAN IN SHOPWORK 
I. Objective: To enable students to lee,rn correct use of the :marking gauge 
and to acquire practice in ma:i:-1.ipulating it. 
II. Tools and material used: 
1. Standard :marking gauge f'or uoodt10rking. 
2. Chart showing disassembled gauge nnd nm.1es of pe.rts. 
3. Che.rt showing vm-ious types or gaugeo and their development. 
4. Piece of stock for practicing. 
5. Working drawing of footstool. 
6. Legs and rails of footstool ready .for laying out mortise and tenon. 
7. Rule. 
,g. Try square. 
9e Pencil. 
III. Prep.Jration (developing proper mind-set in learner): 
l, The marking gauge is one of the tools most commonly found in the 
tool kit of all ,,modworkers. Io one of the oldest tools used. 
2. Historically, it has passed through vc.rious stages of development 
as shown by charts available. 
39 The value of the marking gauge is thct it furnishes un accurate 
method of making lines on wood parallel to the edges of the stock. 
It makes it possible to mark f'or thickness, width, etc., much more 
accurately than with rule and straightedge and more rapidly~ 
4. The marking gauge is not so easy to handle, however, as i·t might 
seem to be when a skilled workman uses it. For this reason it is 
advisable to observe the procedure carefully end then practice on 
waste stock until the necessary skill has been acquired. 
5 •. Many different kinds of gauges are used in trades and industries, 
such as thickness gauges, wire gauges, depth gauges, etc. 
IV. Presentation (procedure in teaching): 
('rhis lesson is taught by demonstration) 
1.. 'i'he functional parts of a marking gauge are head beam (marked in 
inches and fractions), thumbscrew, and. spur, as shm,m on chart 
o.vailable. 
2. 'J:he head is movable on the bemn and is fastened at any desired 
position by the use of the thumbscrew. 
J. To set the gauge, move the head to the dimension desired, according; 
to the markings on beam, and tighten the thumbscrewo 
4. Nau cheek the accuracy of the set-up by measuring 1:lith the rule 
the distance between spllr" and beam. This is necessary because the 
spur may be bent from its original position. 
5. A more accurate check may be had by testing the gauge on a piece 
of scrap stock and I!leasuring with the rule upon the stock. 
6. When in use., the gauge is held in the right hand with the head in 
the palm of the hand ns if holding a ball or similflr object. The 
thumb is extended along the beam (as shoun by the instructor). 
7. The stock is held in the left hnnd, with one end uslk<tl.ly resting 
against the bench stop or bench hook. 
8. Always have stock face :marked and run the head or the gauge s,gains't 
the face of the stock. 
9. Relax the muscles of the right hand in order to feel the gauge 
running flat against the stock the whole length of the stroke. 
10. The stroke is made away from the operator. 
11. It is advisable for the beginner to make a light line with the first 
stroke and to reinforce it with an additional stroke or two~ 
12. The line made by the marking gauge may be made more visible by 
running a sharp pencil along the groove made by the spuro 
lJ. When marking several members of a. project such as mortise-and-
tenon joints for doors and frames, be sure to mark all pieces be-
fore resetting the gauge. 
14. Care rnust be taken not to bend the spur of the gauge, causing the 
gauge to become inaccurate. 
V • .Application and assignment (learner applies neu instruction as assigned): 
1. Instructor asks appropriate questions to make sure that learners 
understand presentation and hovJ to apply it to new task. 
2. Instructor points out direct application of' presentation to im-
mediate learning needs of students. 
J. Students will practice gnuging on scrap stocks until technique is 
established. 
4. Students will proceed to gauge legs for footstool to require di-
mensions under close supervision of teacher. 
5. Individual assistance is given wherever needed. 
VI. Checking and testing: 
1. Each student uill present practice gauging on scrap stock for 
approval before proceeding with actual worko 
2. Instructor will check marking on actual work before student planes 
the legs to size. 
J. General difficulties will be reviewed in subsequent lesson, or if 
too serious, the class is called together again for discussion and 
further explanations. 
4. Students may be given the responsibility for checking their mm 
?,.nd their f'<lllm1 st,uclen:ts 1 work. (g, page::i 69-74) 
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It should be kept in mind that there must be some form of organized pro-
cedu:re thought out before the work is to be IJresented, and this procedure should 
be br1sed upon the need as established through nn analysis of' the instruction 
unit. As has been suggested previously, after much practice the instructor 
becomes able by habit to keep much of this in :mind and do much o.f the recalling 
and organizing in the presence of students. An abbreviated form of lesson 
plan uhich may be expected from ull teachers is included here. This teaching 
plan is to be found in the Ericson book, J'eaching ~he Industrial ~-
ABBREVIA'I'ED TEACHING PLAM 
I. Topic to be covered: The Use of the Marking Ge.uge. 
II. Tools and materials needed: 
1. Marking gauge. 
2. Charts. 
J. Practice stock. 
4. Legs and rails of footstool. 
5. Working drawing of footstool. 
6. Rule. 
7. Try square. 
8. Pencil. 
III. Preparation; 
1. Importance of marking gauge in woodworking. 
2. Historic development of gauge. 
3. Skill needed for using gauge. 
IV. Presentation (demonstratfon b--y teacher): 
1. Names of principal parts of gauge. 
2 $ Operating thumbscrew. 
3. f'iE:ithods of checking f'or accuracy. 
4. Holding stock. 
5. Holding gauge. 
6. Reinforcing line ui th pencil. 
7. Care of gauge. 
V. Application and assignment ( student work). 
1. List of questions to check understanding and indicate a,r,plicatio:n 
of real job. 
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2. Learner uil1 sot gauge to } 11 und mo.kc line on practice plece. 
3. Do the sum,CJ for 5/gn ~ 3/ 411 , and 1}" , 
/;,. Learner Hill t;i.01.uge logs of footfltool to size. 
VI. Testing: 
1. Choc:k grrugin:: on ;oro.ct:lce picee. 
;~. Check set-uv on befo::e :stuclcnt murks f'inh,hod uork. 
3. Student;;:; will chock uork of o-thcr studerrl:;n. 
!.,. Nt1J11e8 of pnrts of' .g;::11.11:;e (d11 bo checked in ·kirittnn test uith other 
toolt, includedo 
cviura, tho conflicts ercnted 
of' discipline 1)roblenm o.11 nr1cossitate carefully planned Industrial Artr; courr31:n .. 
further, coflfic1ence on the p;:;;rt of the instructor rosults from ade\:uate plc,rminr;" 
Ericson1 fJ lesson plans (9, pngef:l 69-?4) are used as modoln in the field 01' 
Industrio.1 .A..rts. Practice teachorG are encouraged to prepare plnnn of' si111ilr1.r 
qunlity for their respective 1lllitc:i. Besides tho comploto comprohons.ivo type 
prerJented, and abbreviated form in ahm given .for use by the prc.ctice teacher 
tl.t, skill Hnd GA.1Jerience give proficiency and confidence in clasoroorn technique:1$ 
.§...ummru~;y. 11 The most imi;ortcmt :::ine;le course in the preservice educHtio:u 
of teachers i::1 student teaching. 11 Harr-y A. Little mado this stfitoment in his 
scope of the colrrse, establishing the ba0is for such a sto.tement, was presented 
in Part .A through r:i diBcussion of the nims an(1 objectives of such com·ses. 
Agreement o:f nll authorition consulted wns found uith regrcrd to the si.won major 
hei:1.dingci, difference existing only in details. 'l'ho nirn,~ irere discucscd under 
the following headings: (1) Personal 'fraits, (2) Classroom Management, (3) 
Pupil Problems, U+) Lesson Planning, (5) 'l'ea.ching Teclmiqu0s, (6) Professional 
Growth, and (7) Oomniunity Interosts, All werf) found to be essential in e:ny 
program adequai.:;ely preparing :,orncticc teachers for sffrvicc in the fiold. 
Port B. summarizes the pro.ctice tec.ching re(1uirements in Industrial J1x·ts.,, 
basing the program upon actual practices found in the Southwestern Institute 
of Technology cooperating school. The collateral readings required, confer-
ences scheduled, practice teaching required of the prai:!tice teacher, and duties 
other than la.borat.ory and lecture experience were enumerated. The relationship 
of practice teaching in the educational curriculum was also reviewed in Pert B .. 
The chapter was concluded in Part C with a discussion of the necessity 
for planning in successful teaching. Ericson's lesson plans (8, pe.ge 69-74) 
were included as models used by the practice teachers in Industrial Arts. 
The chapter, on the ~tl1ole, gives the aims, procedures and techniques of a 
course in practice teaching which meets the modern needs oi:' teacher education 
in Industrial Arts. 
CHAP'rER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECDrl\r:ENDA.T!ON'S 
This study on teacher educnti.on in selected Oklnhoma colleges has proved 
of personal value to the tvri ter. It has resulted in considerable self-
evalua.t:lon as a supervisor of teacher education in Industrial Arts. Through 
reanalysis of the basic objectives of practice teaching (Part A, Chapter IV) 1 
a more object,ive viewpoint and a better day-to-day application has been achieved .. 
In ~he field of Industrial Arts, a greater appreciation of its objectives and 
possibilities as applied to moderate sized communities in qklsJ.10:ma has been 
realized. Other va.luable results have been (1) a greater recogrdtion of the 
importance of careful evaluation in the work of practice teachers (Part B, 
Chapter III), (2) a renewed realization of the vital nature of planning (Part 
c, Chapter IV), and closer scrutiny of course organization (Part B, Chapter 
IV),. (3) through the incorporation of a "mental check-1istn, greater care in 
cl&ssroom techniques, (4) a more vital conference program through greater 
knowledge of items others have fonnd needing stress (especially in Chapter IV), 
and (5) from the study of practices in three other colleges, neu ideas and 
techniques which may prove adaptable in the writer's environment. Of signifi-
cance is a new consciousness of the position of a supervisor; that the respon~, 
sibilities of a supervisor are of a truly vital mrt.ure in the total program 
of teacher education and that this realization cannot but result in better 
supervision. 
I'fo one could fail to appreciate the work of Oklahoma educators in striv-
ing i:,o meet the responsibility for the preparation of teachers if they could 
but investigate the four colleges of' this study as the irJriter has., All persons 
involved rieom to he r,1t:civ:l.11;;; sincoroly to develop in:rcitut:lo:n::, t:hid1 adeqn:xtely 
serve t,he :needs oi' the profesnion. 'I,1ocher Hducnticm in Oldtthe:mt=1 must keep 
abreafft of' the contcmporery trendu tmd at tempt ·t;o D.nticipate the need of the 
future., i:Jmmver, r::hysicnl f'iid.lit:lcs and budgets uro so:me 0 ,hat limited in come 
of the i:nst:ltut,ions of higher learning. s~were,l diffol'(:Jnces uero noted in 
tlw methods employed to richieve t.hw.m ends 111 the college~; sur·vr,yeJ.. Probnbly 
the moat rdgnificLnt difference r.n:w in the use of the cooperc.ting rJchool gI'.!(1 
laboratory :c;:chool. (Discussed in Pcn~t A, Chapter III) 
Co5)p,!";3r~  Recomm.enfled. "'.ro aw:list prospective to: chers in 
g<";ining independence and ability- us teachers ill i~  ~ norfili:.11 .fEChogl 
gtuat,iqy under competent supo:rvisionn uas f'otmd to be the principo.l obj,act;ive 
of prnctiee teaching courseo. (5, pnge 33) The cooperating school :provides 
most m,arly such a na:t.ural [md normal school sitW1tion, being similar t,o that 
in which practice teachers 1dll h:.ter do 1n-,;,ervice tenching. F'urther, 
i;pocia1i!2:t,ld subjects of general education, such us Industrinl Arte, are 
.f'requently ignored in those labox·Etory schools 1..rhich otheruise provi<lo rather·· 
adequatG p:rnct:i.ce teaching ffacili tieG in tho trudit,ionel colle[\'e prep::;re,tory 
subjects. From tho standpoint of t01:1cher education in Indusi;riol .f,rts (as 
previously stnt,ed in Chapter III), the cooperating school is proh2,bly su.perior 
to the laboratory nchool. 
On tho otho:c ho.:nd, the l2boratory school possesses tuo ndvn.nto.gcs which 
mn,y be corrniderod HB jut1tif'ication for the ur-::e of this ty})8 of practice t0~:i.ch-
ing EmviromnEmt rather tlrnm that of i:,, coopernting school. First, tho labora-
tory school is built around the specific needs of teacher education '.,:ith 
empl:1ads upon the teaching of tEmcherr; rather than upon the teaching of second-
ary school pupils. Secondly, using the statement of Cloyd Anthony t IIend of' 
"Perhaps the most significant argu_ment in favor of a campus ::;chool is the great= 
er cont:rol which the college has over such a school, and the increased freedom 
of use which this control assures ••• It must emphasize most, the fu."flction which, 
thus fa.r, it has emphasized least--experimentation." (2, page 21) 
While agreeing that there is a place for educational experimentation, 
the vJri ter, however, feels that a school in ·which practice teaching is con-
ducted does not have 11 experimentation11 as its major purpose. The principle 
purpose of such a school should be to provide the best possible environment 
for the production of fine teachers. And that can be found in the better 
exam:ples of Oklahoma public schools, "otherwise the graduates will not be 
ad.justed to the situations they will encounter when they go into the field.ti 
(15, page JL}5) Even the disadvantages of the cooperating school (as pointed 
out in Part A of Chapter III) prove to be of' minor significance or even of 
advantage uhen viewed in the light of presenting a real-life teaching expsrience 
to the novice. The heavy loads and the extra-curricular duties he observes 
become an interesting challenge. In the cooperating school, the practice 
teacher secs that educational theory goes hand-in-hand with practice. There 
is a psychological feeling of reality in the average cooperating school ·which 
is somewhat lacking, or at best synthetic, in the average laboratory school. 
From the standpoint of Industrial Arts teacher education, the laboratory 
school probably fails to provide a suitable practice teaching environment. 
If the college shops are used, either college students would be the pupils or 
the shops would be used by secondary students a portion of each day. College 
students are not the psychological age group suitable for preparing the practice 
teacher in the secondary level. Even unskilled college freshmen would not be 
suitable for this type of work. If the laboratory school pupils use the col-
lege shops a portion or the day for secondary level pupils, t,he college involvied 
uould be failing to :make n1axiumm use of its facilities for the college Indus-
trial Arts students~ 
.Another limitation in the use of the college shops is the fact the.t they 
have .far too much equipment to provide a typical environment for the future 
secondary teacher. Instead of five lathes for five pupils, the practice 
teacher needs to consider the problem of tuo lathes for twelve pupils; in-
stead of an air condit:i.oned finishing room, he needs to consider the problem 
of a finishing room ('.).djacen-t to the J11ain shop or no finishing room at all. 
The alternative for the use of college shops is that of es·i:;ablishing complete 
shops in the laboratory school and employing an instructor qualified for supm ... -
vision of practice t,eachers. As prcnriously stated by Paul i)J. Wenger, Head of 
Industrial Arts Department of Teachers College of Connecticut, 11 The Huccess 
or failure of the teacher tralning progr&'Il depends largely upon the individual 
faculty members, ••• the equipment and supplies, and the physical plant. 11 
(23, page 41) Therefore, the cost, uould be prohibitive for Industrial Arts 
in the laboratory school if the level of the average cooperating school were 
attained. Even if the per capita cost were considered unimportant, the limited 
enrollment found in Oklahoma's laboratory schoolo would fail to provide truly 
typical school situations for the practice teacher in Industrial .A..rts. 
It is recomraended that those colleges maintaining laboratory schools 
make use of the public schools of their respective communities in Oklahoma. 
The funds now allocated for laboratory school maintenance should be diverted 
into improvement of the cooperating public school facilities antl the obtaining 
of master teachers with Master's Degrees in each department. The recommenda-
tion for use of the local public school is not made with the idea of economy 
in :mind, the appropriation for practice teaching facilities should remain the 
same. If expenditure is approximately equal, laboratory schools cannot justify 
their claim to superior que.lity instructors. Especially in the field of 
Industrial Arts, district 01rned equipment plus the supplemental aid of the 
teacher education prograru of the connecting college would provide a teaching 
environment in the cooperati.ng school practically impossible for the laboratory 
type of school to equal. Further, normal sized classes through the uhole 
gamut of Industrial Arts courses is a feature of the cooperating school un-
likely to be attained in any laboratory school in Oklahoma. 
If the essential purpose is 11 experimentation, 11 then the writer will join 
in acclaiming the laboratory school as best for teacher education in Oklahoma. 
However, the writer believeG the evidence indicates Clifford L. Bishop of 
Northwest Missouri State Teachers College is correct when he states that the 
purpose is: 
••• to provide for the professional development of the young teacher 
through a close inteeration of theory and practice ••••••. t,o provide a 
better understanding of children as well as better means of confidently 
helping them toward their goals of learning u.nd life •••••• to supply the 
need for better induction of the teacher into teaching while under care-
ful supervision •••••• ·to develop a gres.ter ability to apply a sound 
philosophy of education which would broaden the outlook and sharpen the 
ideas of' the prospective teacher ••••• 12:urp~ that ~ ~ be carried 
out §.2 wel]; 12;y any other means of directed teachillli •• , .•. than in a co-
operating-typo of public school. (4., page 11.3) 
'rhe lilriter further agrees with the :f:'indings of Bishop's survey of fifty-nine 
teacher education institutions, that practice te0ching is~ 0 To assist pros-
pective teachers in gaining independence and ability 2,s teachers in .:a natural 
~ uorma.l ,E£h.9Q! situation ••••• n (5, page 38) In Oklahoma, this can probably 
be achieved best in a cooperf,,ting school. 
Curriculum Changes Recommended. Present college curricula in the four 
selected colleges used in ·this study exhibit little variation. In conjunction 
with the natural limits of how much can be crowded into a four year course, 
is the constrictive nature of the State Department of Education certi.fication 
requirem,,mt,r,. The key to curri.culum revlr:.;fon (a;J develoJ;E.,d in Ghni:;!:.e:t' II) is 
tl:-.1rough act.ion of the State Depcc:,:·tment of EtJuc:s,tio:n in revising certii'ieate 
reqllirements. The college cucrlcula uill ad;just reci.llily to prcf;ent; needs if' 
t,he gtri:1.;c cort.i:t'icntion requirm,1.entr, s,1:•e SbttiGlr.cto:rily L101.L1i"ied to ;:neet 
01dolio:110, 1 s modern rlfJr.,:;dr:, in Indu:T&ria1 Artn Ed1.wat:ion~ hut it Hill be difficult 
if noi:, imJ;,H)8rdbh) to adjust collogEJ cur·rieuJ.a to rmch needic; if stccte regula-
tions are naintained on a11 antiquated statmi. 
Present. atc,te requirem.:mts have l1oen of' vnlue jn providing r:;k,ndnrds 
for' the past smd pren0rrt. They did not retartl the oxpnnding Industrial Arts 
program, but rather J laid .s firm fot-mdation tor the present, Yet the posoi-
bility oi' their i:mprovoment doer3 ox-1st~ fW proviou13ly mentioned in this study. 
An indication of thin nccled :E'or reexaminat,ion is indic0,ted by the work of the 
State Advisory Committee for Industrfol Art:::;. This qua.lified e;roup of 1eaderD 
in the field has proposed certain ch:mgob in the proocrihed curriculum lead-
ing to certificates in Industris.l Aets which ,.rere pre~,i'.:mted, discussed~ nnd 
compared with present ref:uiremontc in Port B9 Chapter II. Al<10 presented in 
Part Chtipter II, ue.s & 8U[;gest,ed plrm proposed 'b-"J tho urit0r. ThiG latter 
plan is submitted for corwidoration r:s suitable for adoption in Okld1omo.. 
The basic differencE: betHeen the HTit,0r: s proposal:::: and those wide by 
thG State Adv::i.f:1ory Committee in in enrf)hnsis. The collli-r.:itteo recom:i:ncnds the 
selection of minor fi0lds, but, includes wo,xhmrldng, industriztl d:,~auing.9 Rnd 
general shop. Evidently tho pur·po,;;e of the minor fields~ :r-.com an ex:.1mirmtion 
of the lists, ia to broaden the Induutriul Arts program on tho socondary 
level, yet the inclusion of woodworking eind indu::itrinl drawing as opt:i.onal 
minors dofeats thio purpose. Rather than encourage diversificntion, the 
writCYr indicated (in Part B, Chr,ptcr II) how this plan might u.ctunlly tend 
to limit the majority of Industrial J\...rts l.l1Djors to the traditional f'iol<ls of 
ally hodt:J.te to r;pecio,lizo fr1 fields in uhid1 they :ll'o rolr1.tively uni\:J•rllin:r·. 
Therf:,:f'ort, ll tho urit.er I f] plan e1iminttc:id "iJOoduorking and indust:cinl drecuing 
i"rom Uw :ainox:· llsti:J with the objectivo of f'orc:ln1~ c-.. minor selection of' Kuto-
prosent hi13h school Industrfr,,l ArtG in still woothmrking and drm,ring c1nd 
evory instructor must be ,;ell qw,.lified in these field~ aG a first condi1'1oration, 
tho m•iter 1 s give8 gTcater emphrwis to required courses in those fields 
than does that or the Stnto Advisory Gowmrl:t.toe. 'rhe HGeneral Shopn course 
is also eliminated frrnu volunt2,cy selection ::cm tl'm modern conception of' 
Industrit1l Arts roqnire8 lmoulede;e of general shop techniqueLJ by all SCKJkinc_,; 
to qw_liJ:.'y for tea_chinc; ce:r·tif'ic&tes in the future. 'l'he 11rgument; that !11ost 
shops aTe not nou fo:c g;cmoral shop coursc"'s is not justifiod as 
graduaten should be f'or such equipment, an it does become avnilnble. 
Fur'i:;her, il they are so educated, their requisitions will tend to so equip 
their shopa; while if li.mited to tho traditional background, r1.s the S"l:;a;te 
Advisory Committee proposalti uill permit and even encourage 5 their requisition.~: 
will only be .for itmore 11,rthec:1, uru:uing boardn, and glue pots." 
One proposal of the Stato Advisory Committee which is inclu.led in the 
writer 1 s plsn that Occupational Guidnnce be required. Since no faculty 
mmrrber ui th the exception of tlm principal hus f'U3 much opportunity to weigh 
the vocPtional possibilities of students as does the Indmrtrial .Arts in-
structor, ouch education as this course would provide ha.s been long overdue. 
However, two cour se:s deemed elective by the Co:mmi tt,oe--H:ethods of 'reaching 
Industrial Ar'tfl, and Organization and Adrninistr£,tion of Industrial .lirts--
also ~rould be required in the plan. (JuctificHtion ;oresentod in Part B, 
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It is recommended that ·the State Depeirt:ment of Education and the Stat,e 
Advisory Committee for Industrial Arts consider the suggest~ions and proposed 
plan of curriculum. leading to teacher cert:lfication in Industrial Arts as 
presented. in Part B, Chapter II, of this study. A detailed plan was outlined 1 
with justificat,ion for each principle variation from existing and/or State 
Advisory Committee proposed requirements. 
One must agree with Paul N. \fonger, Head of Industrial .Arts Department 
of Teachers College of Connecticut, that one of the important factors in the 
success or failure of a progrruu of teacher education is the curriculum.. (23, 
page 11.l) If curriculum study reveals necessity for revision to assist in 
providing a dynamic program or Industrfo.l Arts Teacher Education, the profession 
is confident that it will be satisfactorily accomplished by progressive educa-
tors in Oklahoma. 
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APPENDIX B 
An Admonition to Student Teachers 
(Authorship unknow) 




1. TAKE TIME to be ready to teach" Allow yourself enough time each morning 
that you will not have to hurry in getting yourself ready~ Come to school 
early enough so that you may spend a few minutes with your fellow teach-
ers, check anc;l arrange your room attractively., and sit' down at your desk 
a few minutes to contemplate the day's activities. 
2. TAKE TIME to plan your work. A teacher ·without plans is like an architect 
without blueprints. 
J. TAKE TIME to make an assignment that can be understood and followed by 
ever-y student in your class. 
4. TAKE TIME to check the ,rork of your students. The student has a right to 
know the mistakes he has made in his outside the classroom work and your 
evaluation of that work. 
5. TAKE TIME to revie"W the work of the hour at the end of the period. Be 
sure that this a vital pa.rt of the recitation. 
6. TAKE TIME to stay in your room at the end of the school day to allow your 
students to come to you and talk over their problems. 
7. TAKE TIME to come to see your i:irincipal whenever you have problems. Perhaps 
you can solve the problems together. 
8. TAKE TINE to know your students from your oi-m standpoint and not on the 
basis of another teacher's opinion. Don't enter a classroom with a pre-
judice against a class or an individual boy or girl. 
9. TAKE TIME to keep your records in good order and up-to-date. 
10. TAKE TIME to be healthy, good humored, a.nd wide awake, eager for the 
activities of the day. 
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11. TAKE TIJ-1E to do a little studying each day. Spend at least an hour read-
ing a first-class newspaper, magazine, or up-·to-date book. 
12. TAKE TIME to attend professional meetinga. You should know the people 
who a.re active in your field and. be acquainted with their beliefs and 
practices. Who are ten big men in your field in the United States? 
What is their philosophy? 
13. TAKE TIME to be on time for every scheduled school activity. To be on 
time you must be ahead of' time. 
14. TAKE TIME to do thoroly everything required of your position .. Teaching 
is a fulltime profession that requires consecrated effort and all the 
intelligence and resourcefulness of the most brilliant, the best trained, 
and the most devoted men and women in every community. 
APPE!IDIX C 
Instruction i'rom a Supervisor to Student Toccher s 
(by RichRrd ~fouso., Supervisor) 
For Teachers-In-Il'rain:1.ngt (Supervisor: Houze) 
Con:f'erenoe$2 On Tuesday at 8:00 a.m. arc scheduled the regular conferences 
for traineeo and supervisor. Both before and f'ollowing each trainee's 
classroom practice, conferences are to be held ( arra:nged 8.t trJ:c1.inee 1 s con-
venience). In cnse a conference i:=-1 missed, it is to be made up at the 
earliest possible time uhich is mutually convenient. 
Amount of practice teriching expected: If trainee has had limited or no ex-
j)erie:nce as a teewher, a single day (with assigm.nEmt on previout1 day) uill 
be his fj,rst classroom project ••••• Then, later, two units at separate 
in-tervals will be expected. The object of this coursEJ, after all, is to 
get as much classroom experience as possible, uithout the high school 
students suf.fering ••• &.therefore, the trainee will not necessarily be 
li:mited to these tim units only. After a feeling of' confidence (on both 
the p£lrt of trainee gpd supervisor)» you m~,y he called upon to fill-in 
a day or two at a time if the supervisor's over-all school program re-
quires such help. 
Ifosponsibilit,y: You a:ce expected to assume the responsibilities of a faculty 
member while in our school. In the classroom that meam: you are f;o feel 
free (in fact, obligated) to correct thingi:, you see needing some correc-
tion ••••• You may be assured that such a.cti-vit,y will not go unnoticed by 
the supervisor ••••• Adjust windous or heat, assist students in study 5 
help students keep :floors free from paper, suggest better order or good 
school et,iquette j.f' occasion demands, etc. (Some phases of this i-Jil1 be 
discussed in an e@.rly conference). Understand that this assumption of 
responsibility (as well as above teaching time) is not an effort to shift 
responsibility ••••. but to truly assist you in being and f'eeling a part of 
the faculty 9 to provide a.s many typical situations of the classroom as 
possilJle, etc. 
Workbook: Keep all study sheets a11d mimeo quizes prepared by supervisor 
for tho high school students. File all outlines and bulletins issued by 
supervisor. Keep copies of your mm lesson plans and tests (and., if pos-
sible, copies of those prepared by other traineen). Notes on conferences 
which may be of value later--these 8X'e not expected to be extensive or in 
great detail. Anything which will contribute to teaching this subject 
better will havo a place in your workbook •. ~ o .for example; int'ormation 
on current workbooks~ outstanding reference works, good map or film 
lists, etc. 
~: This workbook is no'G to be a burden--hut a help, if possible, in 
teaching~ year. O:f' course, the lesson plans, study sheets, quiz 
questions, etc. will not be per:fect .•••• but they can serve as a basis for 
instruction by ilnproving them and adapting t;o your needs. 
Readings: Besides the special reading in the subject matter field you will 
find necessary in preparation for te0,ch:lng, the trainee will be expected 
to read some on general methods~ techniques, classroom problems, and the 
teaching of this field. Keep a record (not in detail) of all such done 
for this course. Obtain the use of a copy of 11 Teaching in The Weatherford 
Cit,y Schoolfs/1 a manual for the training of t.eachfJrs at Tech. Your first, 
assignment is to reac1 (a) p. :5g, (b) bottom p. 82. to p. B6~ incl~, and 
(c) pp. 6J-9fL 
Ohtrc:in copies (o:r locnLo f'or lom1 purpcrnen) these two books: St.udent 
~1!!!.g lT,r Schor1ing aml. !<.H:c:hir;g the SociE,J §:~ by E. B. Wosley. 
(H.et?dings will bo di::,cussed in conference) 
APPENDIX D 
An Outline of General Conferences of Student 
Teachers for an Academic Year 
Teacher Training 
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STUDBNT TEACHERS - SECONDARY EDUC.A.TION 
'fhursdays g:00-$:50 a.m. 
Conference Room - High School 
Subject Speaker or Director 
Outline of Course Cecil 
Classroom Control Cecil 
Better Teaching Through Use of Current 
Materials I. D. Cates 
Unit Method in 'reaching Dr. S. R. Emrnons 
Class will !fot Meet 
Films - 11 The Teacher0 and 11 Some Principles 
of Teaching" Cecil 
Films - 11 The Lesson Planu and ''Make Your 
Chalk Talkn Cecil 
Our College President Speaks 
Audio-Visual Equipment 
School Superintendent Speaks 
Thanksgiving Vacation 
Extra-Class and Community Responsi-
bilities 
E:xtwnations 
Visit to Neighboring Schools 
Professional and Personal Growth 
Open Foru.111 Discussion 
R. H. Burton 
Cecil 
Invited Guest Supt. 
W. H. Burress 
L. W. Good 
Cecil 






















J:1 a:y 6 
May 13 
GENERAL COi'rl?E1lE?!CES 
STUDENT 'I'ELCllEhS -· SECONDAHY EDUGii.'l'I01~ 
Thurnd~;yo 3: 00-8: 50 n .·,01. 
Conference Room - Hif~h School 
Subject 
Outline oi' Course 
C1asoroom Control 
Bettor Teaching Through '!foe of 
Current, Mntcrinls 
Unit Method in Teaching 
Cla.oz ·trill tJot I~Ieet 
Jlil:rns - HThc Teach.er" o.nd 11 Some 
Pr:tnc:1.pli:.)a o.f '.i.'eo.chi:ng11 
J?ilms - nnw Lesson P1an11 nm.-J 11 Ho.ko 
Your Chalk Ttilkrv 
Ouro Collego Prc,siderrt Spec;ks 
.a.ucJio-Vi~ma1 Equipme1Tt 
School Suporint,cndcn!; Spooks 
Vir,dt to Nd.ghboring Schooli3 
Extrt::.-Cln:::itJ and Gom:munity Rer~porrni·-
bilitfos 
Exc,rninationG 
Visit to Neighboring Sehools 
Profensiont:,1 m.1d Persow:,l Grouth 
Open Forum Discussion 
Spoo.ker or Director 
Coen 
C0cil 
I. D. C1:,:tes 
Dr' • S. R. E;mn.ons 
Cecil 
Cecil 
R. H. Burt.on 
Cocil 
Invited Guest Supt. 
W. H. Burross 
Co ell. 
Burress, Good, Cecil 
Cocil 
Typ:i.st,z Grace Peebles 
